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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents research and developmentof electronic circuits and
systems that will be used for a new generation of hearing aids. The next
generation of hearing aid devices will implement a high level of adaptive
signal processing enabling the hearing aids to have excellent performance
and flexibility. The thesis brings together research on the natural human
auditory system and hearing impairment together with research into
developing a hearing aid that uses the human auditory system as a system
modelfor the design of a hearing aid circuits and systems. This thesis then
focuses on the implementation of the required signal processing with the
criteria of low power; low distortion; flexibility and small scale. The work
concluded that a hybrid mixed analogue/digital signal processing approach
is most efficient. Hybrid signal processing uses the very low power
consumption advantages from each of analogue and digital signal
processing to achieve a system which operates in a very similar way to the
highly power efficient human biological signal processing systems. The
use of a hybrid mixed signal approach leads to the developmentof silicon
on insulator (SOI) technology to implement hearing aid circuits because of
its performance with a mixed signal system and possibilities for silicon
micro-machined (MEM) microphones to provide a complete system on
chip. Thethesis identifies the well known Lyon & Mead, cochlea model
as a highly effective and power efficient hybrid frequency feature
extraction hearing aid system that uses a cascade of analogue filters. The
thesis then presents, in depth, SOI as the technology for these analogue
filters. The work focuses on modelling analogue circuits in SOI and
operating SOI devices in weak inversion. The thesis highlights the
importance of the dynamic range and its dependence on noise andlinearity
of the componentoperational transconductance amplifiers (OTA). There is
therefore an identification of the noise performance of SOI and a SOI OTA
with a 10 fold improvementin linear input range is presented. The thesis
presents a comparison of fully—depleted SOI versus traditional Si bulk
CMOSfor implementing analogue hearing aidfilters. Finally in this thesis
a DSP adaptivefilter hearing aid noise cancellation system is investigated
and the results show good noise cancellation for a wide range of SNRs-
whilst the DSP can be simply and powerefficiently implemented.
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Chapter 1
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Thestarting pointfor this thesis is the natural human auditory system. We
must study the natural human auditory system as a biological engineered
system so that we can develop hearing aids that can compliment the
biological system with an electronic auditory system. The electronic
auditory system or hearing aid can therefore be used to overcome an
individual’s biological auditory system’s deficiencies. Unfortunately
statistics show only approximately 25% of people who could benefit from
a hearing aid have one and of these as few as 53% are satisfied with their
hearing instrument. Therefore there is plenty of potential to provide more
satisfactory and moreeffective hearing aid circuits and systems. The ideal
specification for hearing aid technology requires them to be unobtrusive
(small scale), power efficient and easy to use. Hearings aids must also be
highly adaptive systems to operate effectively with different types of
hearing loss and in all types of noise environments. The motivation for
this thesis is therefore to develop circuits and systems for hearing aids that
can most effectively use technology to meet this specification.
1.2 Research Aims
The objective of this research is to develop hearing aid circuits and
systems to best implement an electronic auditory system to overcome an
individual’s auditory deficiencies. The approach usedin this research will
enable innovation in the development of circuits and systems for hearing
aids and their implementation in hardware.
Thethesis will take the human auditory system as an inspiration and model
for developing a hearing aid. The research will identify how the natural
human auditory system operates as a system and studies current auditory
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models and hearing aid technologies. This study focuses on assessing their
characteristics and limitations. This will enable the fundamental
requirements for effective hearingaid circuits and systems to be identified.
This knowledgewill them be used to develop technology for implementing
these circuits and systems within hearingaids.
1.3 Contribution of this Work
The project involved researching the electronic circuits and systems that
would be required for a new generation of hearing aids.
This thesis shows how the natural human auditory system can be used as a
model and basis for developing hearing aid circuits and systems. It shows
how previously developed electronic auditory models can be integrated
into the core of a hearing aid device. The research identifies the
specification for the implementation of hearing aid circuits and systems in
terms of efficient power consumption, price, performance and flexibility.
The specification provides no clear choice in terms of analogue versus
digital implementations. This leads to the conclusion that a hybrid mixed
signal implementation would providethe best solution for this application.
The mixed signal approach meansspecific attention is required in terms of
the technology platform for the hardware implementation, i.e. Silicon on
insulator, SOI, technology. SOI technology provides good integration of
the DSP and analogue circuits with MEM microphones or arrays of
microphones, to produce a truly complete system on chip, SoC,solution.
The thesis shows how fully depleted, FD, SOI technology performs when
it is used to implement analoguefilter circuits as part of a hybrid system
for frequency feature extraction within a hearing aid. Thetraditional view
of SOI technology for this kind of analogue circuit would conclude that
there is a detrimental effect on performance compared to a traditional
silicon bulk, Si bulk, technology [1.1]. This reduction in performance
results from the reduction in transconductance associated with SOI
transistor structures. This thesis however shows that it is important to
study other factors which enhance the performance of SOI circuit
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compared to Si bulk. As a result overall it is possible to achieve
comparable performance for an SOI and Si bulk circuit.
The thesis also identifies how adaptive filters can be used with a hearing
aid system to remove noise and promote the recognition and understanding
of speech. The thesis develops an adaptive noise cancellation system for a
hearing aid application.
1.4 Organisation of Thesis
The thesis begins by looking at the natural human auditory system
studying how it functions and operates as a biologically engineered
system. Aspart of the investigation into the human auditory system it is
necessary to have an understanding of characteristics of the main input
signals, i.e. speech and noise. The natural human auditory system is
translated into a system model of various functional blocks. This model is
then used as the inspiration for a hearing aid systems model. The model
can then be used to create an electronic device which can overcome
deficiencies and malfunctions in the natural auditory system whilst still
being ableto fit and interact with the existing natural auditory system.
Following the creation of the hearing aid system model the thesis discusses
the circuits and systems required to implement stages within the model.
Taking the fact that the overall model is based on the natural auditory
system the thesis looks at previous work on creating electronic versions of
the human ear. An electronic auditory model can then be adapted and
developed to form part of a hearing aid.
Based on the individual’s requirement and current hearing aid technology
a specification for implementing circuits and systems within a hearing aid
is discussed. From this it becomesclear there is no clear justification for
using either exclusively analogue or exclusively digital circuits and a
biologically inspired hybrid approach is most efficient. Therefore a
technology platform for a hybrid mixed signal approach is required. A
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SOI technology platform can offer performance advantages for these kinds
ofmixed signal circuits and systems.
Less is known about the performance of SOI technology for analogue
circuits than for digital circuits. Therefore the thesis specifically compares
the implementation of transconductance—capacitance, GC, analoguefilter
circuits in FD, SOI MOSFETwith traditional Si, bulk MOSFETS. These
filter circuits form part of a “frequency feature extraction” stage within the
hearing aid model. The performanceis specifically compared in terms of
dynamic input range, noise tolerance, and supply voltage.
This thesis also looks at adaptive filtering for a noise cancellation system
within the hearing aid model. An investigation of how adaptive filters
operate with this kind of application is presented. This includes a
discussion of the algorithm used to adaptthe filters within the system. An
adaptive noise cancellation system is developed for the hearing aid
application.
References
[1.1] Flandre, D., Vanhoenacker, D., “Thin-film fully-depleted SOI
CMOStechnology, devices and circuits for LVLP
analogue/digital/microwave applications”, Proc. of Semiconductor
Conf., CAS '98, vol. 1, pp. 115-124, 1998.
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Chapter 2
2 THE HUMAN AUDITORYSYSTEM
This chapter presents an anatomical and physiological overview of the
human auditory system. Hearing is discussed from an analytical point of
view highlighting, in particular, those features and characteristics which
are relevant to the functioning of hearing aids. This discussion is
important for the following chapters. This is because the natural auditory
system will provide the inspiration for the design of hearing aid circuits
and systems. Also the discussion enables the understanding of when and
where hearing impairment manifests within the auditory system and how
and where a hearing aid must interface with the natural human auditory
system. This chapter discusses and defines speech and noise from a
processing viewpoint. This is important because speech and noise are the
inputs to the auditory system.
2.1 Human Auditory System
Thestarting point for considering the hearing aid circuits and systems is
the normal functional and operation of the human auditory system. Firstly
there must be an understanding of exactly where and within which context
a hearing aid must operate and interact with the wearer. Secondly the
normally functioning human auditory system is used as a model for an
artificial electronic auditory system which will interface with the natural
auditory system and therefore operate as a hearing aid. There are obvious
reasons for choosing the human auditory system as a template for the
hearing aid system, since the hearing aid will be replacing or working
alongside, as well as directly interacting with, a human auditory system.
Howeverthere are also good reasons from an engineering point of view for
using the human auditory system as a template for a hearing aid system.
The human auditory system has evolved over millions of years to be an
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excellent signal processing system in terms of power consumption,
sensitivity, dynamic range andnoisetolerance.
Normal human hearing is a very sensitive, active and a highly nonlinear
processing system which is not yet fully understood. Humans can hear
sounds ranging in frequency from approximately 10 Hz to 20 kHz. At the
same time, the hearing system can operate as an excellent frequency
analyser, differentiating tones whose frequencies vary by less than one
percent [2.1]. We can tolerate a wide dynamic range with a 12 times order
of magnitude from the faintest audible whisper to the loudest comfortable
listening level, and within this range we can discriminate approximately
100 loudnesslevels [2.2].
Human hearingis primarily a system for the recognition of human speech,
to historically aid communication, social understanding and aid learning.
Weare also able to understand and filter speech from a wide range of
sources and in a range of different noise environments. These
environments could range from road noise to the babble of a large number
ofpeople talking together, for example, in a bar or restaurant. A secondary
function of the human auditory system involves the location of the source
of sound. We can accurately discern the direction and position of a variety
of acoustic sources in various environments[2.3].
2.2 Anatomy and Physiology of the Auditory System
Physiologically the ear is basically a system which translates acoustic
energy into electrical nerve energy which is then passed to the brain.
Figure 2.1 shows that the anatomy ofthe ear is split into three parts; the
outer; middle and inner ear. The outer ear is comprised of the ear flap
made up of the pinna and concha,and theear canal. It has the function of
focusing the acoustic pressure wave energy towards the ear drum. The
middle ear contains the ear drum, or tympanic membrane, and three small
bones called the Incus, Malleus and Stapes; these are collectively called
the ossicles and they are more commonly known as the hammer,anvil and
stirrup because of their appearance. The middle ear transforms the
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acoustic energy into mechanical vibrations within the inner ear. The inner
ear contains the fluid filled snail shaped cochlea and the auditory or
cochlea nerve. The basic function of the inner ear is to convert the
mechanical energy into processed electrical nerve energy for
communication with the central nervous system and transmission of
information to the brain. Whilst performing this energy translation the
inner ear carries out a number ofmore complex functions.
 
Concha     Ear canal Round window
Outer ear Middle ear Inner ear  
Figure 2.1, The HumanEar (taken from [2.4])
Asdescribed later a considerable amount of research has been carried out
to understand and model the sophisticated functionality of the cochlea.
Despite this research there is still not a complete understanding of how the
auditory system within the cochlea precisely operates.
The basic function of the cochlearis firstly as a frequency analyser and
feature exactor so that different auditory nerves are stimulated at varying
stimulation rates by the frequency components and amplitude features of
the acoustic input. The cochlea, and in particular the outer hair cells,
OHC,are also believed to have active characteristics. It can control the
gain of certain frequency bands resulting in an ability to mask or amplify
certain extracted features. This can help mask some speech from noise and
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operate as an automatic gain control. Secker-Walker and Searle [2.5]
presented this conclusion by showing the perception of vowel forming
format frequencies is enhanced by the non-linear filtering of the innerear.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the basilar membrane which runsthe length of
the cochlea. This divides the cochlea into two canals, the vestibular and
tympanic canals. The membrane is a flexible membrane which is
displaced by pressure variations in the fluid within the cochlea [2.6]. The
change in width and hence the change in the stiffness of the membrane
along its length causes it to act as a frequency analyser. (The membraneis
stiff at the base and floppy at the apex). As a result, low frequency energy
propagates a long way through the cochlear and causes a peak disturbance
of the basilar membrane towards the apex of the cochlea. However high
frequency energy only propagates a short way along the cochlear and
peaks near the base of the cochlear. In all cases, once the energy has
caused a peak disturbance in the basilar membrane, the displacement is
quickly damped due to the mechanical properties of the membrane and
does not travel further along the membrane. This removesthese frequency
components from future signal analysis along the membrane,resulting in
the basilar membrane being frequency selective in the position at which
maximum displacement occurs followed by no displacement further along
the membrane.
Situated upon the basilar membrane is the Organ of Corti. This contains
two sets of hair cells: the inner hairs cells, IHC, and the outer hair cells,
OHC. Taking a cross-section of the Organ of Corti, as shown in figure
2.3, there are three rows of OHC and one row of IHC. The IHC are
primary elements which causeelectrical stimulation of the auditory nerve
fibres with 95% ofthe fibres interacting with IHC and only 5% interacting
with the OHC. Each IHC interacts with approximately 20 auditory nerve
fibres. The hair cells possess a tapered bundle of specialised tiny finger
like projections from the surface ofthe cells called stereocilla. The tips of
the stereocilla are mechanically linked by tip elements which are ihougiat,
under changing tension, to act as mechanical gate controls which allow
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ions to pass into the hair cells via channels in the stereocilla. The
stereocilla are also in intimate contact with the tectorial membraneso that
displacement of the basilar membrane causes a shear force to be set up
between the tectorial membranesresulting in the bending of the bundle of
stereocillia. The endolymphfluid in the cochlear surrounding the hair cell
tips has a high concentration of potassium K* ions and hence has a
potential of approximately 90 mV. Therefore as the bundle is bent in one
direction the transduction channel gates are opened allowing the influx of
K* ions into the hair cells causing the cell to become depolarized. This
initial depolarization by K” ions, allows other channels to open in the body
of the cells which allow further depolarization as calcium Ca’* ions enter
the cell.
At this stage the major difference between the IHC and OHC will be
presented. Studying the IHC first, depolarization causes a channel at the
base of the cell to open which releases the transmitter substance called
Glutamate from the IHC. This substanceis collected in the synaptic cleft
between the baseofthe cells and the end of the auditory nerve fibres. The
transmitter substance causes sodium ions Na’ channels to open in the fibre
ends and hence the Na’ rich Perilymph fluid surrounding the nerve fibre
ends enters and potentials within the fibres are created. This stimulation is
then sent to the brain via the 30,000 fibres of the auditory nerve [2.6]. It
should also be noted that bending of the stereocillia in the opposite
direction causes the K* channels to be firmly closed and the IHC become
hyperpolarized resulting in a reduction of release of transmitter fluid and a
reduction in the stimulation of the auditory nerve fibres. The change of
polarization within OHC hasa very different effect. The outer hair cell
exhibits "motility" or movement.
The polarization causes the shape of the OHC to change, either
lengthening or shortening as a result of changes in the internal pressure of
the cell. This motility of the OHC creates an active component of the
auditory system and adds or subtracts from the mechanical energy passed
to the inner hair cell. Thus the auditory system can be viewed as having a
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gain control system, through the motility of the OHC andits ability to add
or subtract from the polarization which occurs in the IHC.
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Figure 2.2, Three-dimensionalrepresentation of the travelling wave
on the basilar membranein the uncoiled cochlea, (taken from [2.4]).
We currently only have a limited understanding of the complete
physiological system of hearing within the brain. However the processing
area of the brain responsible for hearing, the auditory cortex, has been
identified. It is known that information from the ears goes to both sides of
the brain. Physiologically the auditory system is specifically designed for
adaptive filtering of speech from noise. As previously discussed it is also
believed that the physiology of the inner ear has some functionality for
speech perception in noise. The fact we have twoears, one on eachside of
the head, is also important. Bi-aural hearing is also used to reduce noise
by using the different noise references from each ear to filter out the
background noise. Bi-aural hearing enables the physiology of the auditory
system to localize sound and noise by analysing the time delay between
each of the two ears picking up a sound. Localization and noise reduction
is achieved by interpreting the differences in the attenuation of the sound
signal resulting from each ear caused by sound shadowing of the head
[2ef].
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Figure 2.3, Cross section ofthe uncoiled cochlea, showingthe three
tubes andthe hearing organ, the organ of Corti. Hair cells sit on the
basilar membrane andtheauditory nerve, (taken from [2.8]).
2.3. Human Speech
The fundamental aim of human hearing is to enable the understanding
human speech to enhance and aid communication. Therefore it is
important when discussing the human auditory system to have an
understanding of speech from a signal processing point of view.
Speech is broken down into a group of sounds associated with each
language. These are called phonemes. Each phonemeis created by the
repetitive opening and closing of the vocal cords along with differing
positioning of the tongue andlips. Voicing is the name given to a set of
fundamental frequencies or formants that are a relatively long-lasting
phenomenonin speech. These formants vary from person to person and
depend on age and sex. Within a particular phonemethereis a signature
combination of large concentrations of energy at particular formats.
During voicing the spectral or frequency characteristics of a formant
change and evolve as phonemes superseded one another. However the
frequency of the formants remains relatively unchanged over time. The
strong stable formantsare easy to distinguish in a spectral analysis. These
11
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are the first three formants called Fl, F2 and F3. The fact that these
formants remain relatively constant means that from a signal processing
point of view, once they have been identified, they can be used to define
speech andalso define a particular speaker.
2.4 Noise
In almost every real life situation an auditory system, be it the normal
humanauditory system or a hearing aid, will not just have speech on its
own as an input signal. If we define the speech that is to processed and
ultimately understood as the “target” signal, then we can define any other
input signal as noise. From this definition of noise it can be noted that
noise could be other speech signals from people speaking at the same time
as the target speaker. When this type of noise from other speaker’s effects
someone’sability to understand a target speaker it is commonly known as
the “cocktail party effect”.
Aswell as other people speaking, noise can be classified into three main
categories; “broad-band”, “narrow-band”and “transients”.
The broad-band noise consists of random noise with energy spread across
a wide range of frequencies and is in general representative of the higher
frequencies, for example noise experienced within a car, road noise and
general noise.
Narrow-band noise comes from the various structural resonances, for
example those heard in a car from the engine and gearbox. Thespectral
analysis is dominated by particularly well defined peaks associated with
the mechanical natural frequencies. They areeasily identified as not being
formant frequency peaks because of their long term, almoststationary,
highly focusednature.
Transient noise covers more intermittent noise. It does have a particular
regularity, for example car noise due to running over road markings,
direction indicator noise and windscreen wipertransients. This noise has a
12
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very regular spectral analysis as it changes in time which can help identify
it as not being speech.
It is rare that in anyreal situation, noise would consist of a single type. In
general auditory environments, many types of noise occur simultaneously.
These combineto cause a broad-band noise signal where, overall, the noise
frequencies are slow changing. This is as opposed to speech signals which
have more focused,butstill changing frequency components. Also speech
can be defined from noise as having overall fast changing frequencies as
different phonemesare formed.
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Figure 2.4, Auditory System Process Model.
2.5 Conclusion
The neuro-mechanical process of the humanear is not fully understood.
The mechanics of sound entering the outer ear and being mechanically
transferred to the inner earis fairly straight forward. Within the inner ear
the mechanical properties of the basilar membrane and fluid mechanics of
the sound wavetravelling through the cochlea structure acts to analyse the
sound wave into its frequency components. This “frequency feature
13
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extraction” is detected by localised stimulation of hair cells along the
cochlea and the hair cells in turn stimulate neuronsat their bases.
Figure 2.4 is a model of the human auditory system broken downinto a
series of processing blocks. The figure identifies the location of each
processing block within the auditory system as they have been discussed in
this chapter.
The outer and middle structures of each ear act to amplify and focus the
sound for the inner ear stage. The inner ear, consisting of the cochlear
structure, acts as a frequency feature extraction system. The frequency
component information is passed via neurons to the brain. Before the
brain concludes the processing and understanding of the information there
are various processes of noise interpretation and localization which occur
partly in the cochlear and partly in the brain itself. These are adaptive
intelligent processes which enhance areas of target input sound whilst
suppressing other noise input sound. The bi—aural nature of the human
auditory system also acts to locate and localize target sound and thereby
reduce non-target noise.
This chapter has particularly identified the importance of the frequency
feature extraction within the auditory system. Frequency feature extraction
is the analysis of an input signal into its frequency components and the
analysis of the magnitude of each of these components. The importance of
frequency feature extraction for communication can be seen when speech
is analysed. Speech can be summarised asa pattern of changing frequency
components which are called formats. The exact frequencies of the
formats are particular to each individual; however the relationship between
formats andthe patterns they form are recognised as speech.
The area of the human auditory system that is less well understood is the
ability to actively cope with noise. To begin with, it is known thatit is
very important for an individual to localise sound [2.3] and hence the
auditory system is able to target a particular source and to some extent
ignore others. This is partly achieved by the shape ofthe outer ear to focus
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incoming sound and more importantly by the functioning of the brain.
With regards to hearing aids this has important implications for the
position where the devices should be worn and how the microphones
should pickup sound,i.e. close to the normal ear position or within the ear
canal. On a secondlevel it is recognised that the human auditory system
also has an active mechanical process whereby the outer hair cells,
controlled by neurons, act to dampen certain frequency components within
sound waves. This occurs along with the process of frequency feature
extraction within the cochlear and carried out by the innerhair cells. From
a signal processing point of view it would make sense for this active
mechanical process, within the auditory system, to be working as a noise
reduction process. To explain this further, we can think ofit as a feedback
process wherebythe brain is using prior knowledge to recognise frequency
components that constitute noise. These frequency components are then
dampened or reduced to allow other non-noise, or target frequency
components, to stand out and be moresignificantly recognised. It is easy
to conceive that the human brain at a subconscious level would be able to
identify noise using the frequency feature extraction process that occurs
within the auditory system. The identification of noise would then be used
for a feedback noise reduction process based on the different frequency
characteristics and slow changing nature of noise compared to speech or
anothertarget.
Nowthat the processing blocks within the human auditory system have
been identified the next chapter can discuss the manifestation and details
of hearing impairment that a hearing aid device must be designed to
overcome.
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Chapter 3
3. HEARING IMPAIRMENT & HEARING AID
TECHNOLOGY
Following the discussion of how the human auditory system operates and
functions this chapter looks at the sources and manifestations of hearing
impairment. The chapter also discusses how hearing impairment is
categorised for an individual and the types of circuits and systems that are
required within a hearing aid to overcome the sources of hearing
impairment. Following the discussion of hearing impairment we are then
able to understand relevance and requirements for hearing aids and similar
devices.
3.1 Types of Hearing Impairment
There are two separate types of hearing impairment that can occur;
Conductive hearing impairment; and Senorineural hearing impairment.
3.1.1 Conductive hearing impairment
Conductive hearing impairment is caused by a disability in the outer or
middle ear that causes acoustic energy not to be properly transferred to the
inner ear. This can be a defect in the developmentof the outer and middle
ear which means they have not properly formed, or damage to the ear
drum and/or ossicles caused by disease or trauma within the middle ear.
Generally conductive hearing impairment causes attenuation of input
sound and requires a simple amplification hearing aid. However for more
serious conductive hearing damage the outer and middle ear can to be
bypassed and a hearing aid can be used as an alternative route for the
transfer of energy to the innerear.
3.1.2. Senorineural hearing impairment
Senorineural hearing impairment is the most common type of hearing
impairment and is most commonly caused by prolonged exposure to high
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volumelevels, bacterial and viral infections, fluid build-up, sudden trauma
to the ear, as well as through the normal aging process. This type of
hearing impairment manifests in the inner ear. There are different ways
this impairmentoccurs.
Impaired inner hair cells can cause loss of sensitivity to acoustic
stimulation resulting in a reduction of the acoustic energy level which is
passed to the brain. Impairment of the inner hair cells can result in a
reduction of the dynamic range that can be perceived, as well as a
reduction of the sensitivity to variations in frequency and to overall
acoustic energy levels. Hence inner hair cell damage will generate both
attenuation and distortion. Hair cell damage is very common,for example,
in the USA it accounts for most of the 250,000 people with profound
deafness, [3.1].
Within the inner ear, the damage or the simple aging of the basilar
membrane can alter its mechanical properties making it stiffer and less
elastic. This will again reduce the sensitivity of hearing and reduce the
frequency sensitivity and selectivity of the ear, at the frequency feature
extraction stage.
To overcomethese types of senorineural hearing impairment, a hearing aid
is used to compensate for the deficiencies of the inner ear and adjust the
acoustic signal so that audibility and perception of the sound is greatly
increased.
Within the category of senorineural hearing impairment there can be
hearing impairment caused by damage to the brain or the auditory nerve
connecting the ear and brain. This type of hearing loss can be caused by
trauma or a tumour and can cause severe distortion to hearing and an
inability to interpret binaural hearing. This type of hearing impairmentis
associated with damage to the neuron system andits ability to transfer
information. Current technology makesit difficult to design hearing aids
that could compensate and take overthe role ofthe neuron system.
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3.2 Importanceof testing hearing impairment
The exact nature of hearing impairmentis very particular to the individual,
therefore there are methods of characterising and testing an individual’s
hearing loss. Understanding how hearing loss can be characterised is
important so that hearing aids can be designed to have the flexibility when
they are fitted to the characterised individual’s hearing loss. It would be
no use to have a hearingaid that can be fitted to hearing characteristics that
cannotbetested.
There are a numberof different tests which are used to characterise the
different types of hearing loss. The most important test uses an audiogram.
An audiogram uses pure tone signals, (with particular frequencies across
the audible range) to determine hearing characteristics at each particular
frequency. Within the test the intensity or amplitude of each pure tone
signal can be varied. From this the audiogram defines, for each frequency,
the threshold for hearing quiet sounds, called the T-level and the threshold
ofmaximum comfortable listening of loud sounds, called the C-level. The
audiogram canalso be usedto categorise the perceived intensity of signals
at each particular frequency.
3.3. The Perceived Categories of Hearing Impairment
The discussion about hearing impairment can be simplified (and better
organised) if it is categorised into four types of hearing loss: Attenuation,
Compression, Perceptual, and Bi-aural.
Taking the model ofthe hearing aid system presented in chapter 2, figure
2.4, we can use this model to indicate the area of the auditory system that
is associated with each category of hearingloss,figure 3.1.
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3.3.1 Attenuation Loss
Attenuation loss can be caused by either conductive impairment within the
outer and middle ear or by senorineural impairment within the innerear.
This is when a certain frequency or range of frequencies is attenuated in
amplitude resulting in certain sounds and parts of speech being perceived
as being quieter.
Attenuation loss is measured using an audiogram. The audiogram
determines how well the subject can hear at different frequencies, hence
the louder the tone must be in orderto be heard, the greater the degree of
hearingloss.
To compensate for attenuation loss a hearing aid requires signal processing
to amplify the input sound and counteract the attenuation. The simplest
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technique is “linear amplification”, which means the gain is constant
across all sound levels and frequencies. Because of limited dynamic
range, linear amplification hearing aids usually include some peak clipping
or compression limiting to limit the maximum energy output [3.2]. The
disadvantage of the linear amplification is the lack of ability to adapt to
different listening environments. Non-linear amplification using
Automatic Gain Control, (AGC) improves the ability to interpret soft
speech by varying the gain across the frequency range, hence amplifying
the weak signals more than the strong ones. This results in the
compression of the input dynamic range into a smaller dynamic range at
the output [3.2 — 3.4].
3.3.2 Compression Loss
Compression loss is caused by senorineural hearing impairment within the
inner ear, where the subject’s ear has an inability to hear the full dynamic
range of sounds. This results in the subject’s threshold of hearing for
quieter sounds (T-level) being higher and can also mean their maximum
threshold for comfortable listening of loud sounds (C-level) is changed.
Compression hearing loss means the subject has a reduced dynamic range
of hearing. With a smaller dynamic range, the number of loudness steps
that can be differentiated is also reduced.
Using the audiogram setup, compression loss is measured using the so-
called ‘Categorical Loudness Scaling’ which involves the subject being
tested with a range ofstimuli consisting of different intensity levels spaced
equally over the dynamic auditory range. The subjects are then asked to
associate each level of intensity to one of a given set of loudness
categories. The hearing impairment will be highlighted by a lack of
correlation between the signals intensity and the perceived intensity. This
test also enables the C-level or threshold of maximum comfortable
listening to be defined.
Dynamic Range Compression, (DRC) is the principal hearing aid signal
processing that compensates for the loss of range perception by
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compressing the full input dynamic range into the limits of the patients
dynamic range. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic example of DRC where the
input acoustic signal range is translated into a dynamic range that is
perceivable by the hearing aid wearer. The upperlimit for the compression
is the C-level (the maximum intensity for comfortable listening), and the
lower limit is the T-level (the threshold of perceivable sound) [3.5].
“Multiband compression” involves separate compression being applied to
two or more frequency bands; here the compression is frequency specific
and requires the haring aid to have a frequency feature extraction stage.
Multiband compression, as opposed to wideband compression, can reduce
the masking effect ofnoise without affecting the audible range of speech at
frequencies away from the noise [3.2].
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Figure 3.2, Illustration ofDynamic Range Compression.
3.3.3 Perceptual Loss
Perceptual loss is caused by senorineural impairment. Background noise
reduces the intelligibility of speech in all cases since the noise will mask
fundamental elements of sound that make it intelligible. At high signal to
noise ratios, SNR, the noise masking only affects a small amount of the
speech and hence the other parts of the speech are sufficient for the
auditory system to makethe speechintelligible. Conversely as the signal
to noise ratio reduces, more of the speech is masked and it becomesless
intelligible. Because of the inabilities in the auditory system, a hearing
impaired subject suffers a more significant degradation ofintelligibility
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from noise masking. Hence perceptual loss means subjects have greater
difficulty understanding speech in noise.
This category of hearing loss is characterised by measuring a subject’s
‘Speech Reception Threshold’, SRT. In practice this is done by exposing
the subject to a set of words which are masked by various signal to noise
ratios. The subject is then asked to repeat the word back as it was heard.
The result is then a percentage score of the numberofcorrectly perceived
words. The words used for this test can take a variety of forms, but the
words fall into two types: pure vowel sound (low frequencies), and pure
consonant sounds (high frequencies). Single syllable words and sentences
can also be tested; also, nonsense-syllables can be used [3.6]. The
percentage of correct responses in each case can be used on its own to
measure hearing loss. Alternatively, the SRT can be taken as a given
percentage point below which it is determined that a subject is unable to
perceive the speech at that SNR; this is generally taken to be 50%. The
SRT test can also be varied, for example, by using different speakers for
the sound, e.g. male voice, female voice or children. Varying speech to
noise ratios with varying noise types can be implemented to determine a
subject’s ability to hear in varying noise environments.
Perceptual loss requires hearing aid circuits and systems that can help
distinguish a particular target signal from a noise signal or act to localise
and identify a target signal. This requires signal processing that can focus
and enhance particular frequencies within the overall input signal. These
particular frequencies would belong to the target source whilst other
frequencies which contribute to the noise can be suppressed. This kind of
signal processing must be adaptive so that it can enhance different targets
at different times and in a variety of noise environments. There is also the
requirement for the signal processing to identify the target and feedback
the knowledge to enable the perceptionofthe target to be enhanced.
The signal processing for perceptual loss often requires adaptive filters as
discussedlater in this thesis extensively in chapter 8.
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3.3.4 Bi-aural Loss
Bi-aural loss is caused by senorineural impairment. This results from
impairment in analysing the simultaneous information from both ears. It
can again reduce the patient’s ability to interpret speech from noise and
can cause an inability to localise sound sources.
This is again tested using the SRTtest, but this time varying the location of
the sound source to determine the directionality of a subject’s hearing
ability.
Bi-aural loss requires hearing air circuits and systems that can receive
sound input from two different sources. The two signals can then be
processed to distinguish target sound signals from noise signals or act to
enhance the localisation of a particular identified target source. This
requires adaptive signal processing which can use a feedback system and
prior knowledgeto identify a target from the two signals. The input signal
can then be processed & filtered to enhance the target and suppress the
noise. This kind of two input adaptive filter system usually compares the
sum and difference of the two inputs to enable the target and noise to be
identified [3.7]. The development of this kind of system is discussed in
depth in chapter8.
3.4 Conclusion
As highlighted in figure 3.1 it can be seen that attenuation loss can
manifest in the outer, middle and inner ear. If it manifests from
deficiencies in the outer or middle ear a hearing aid to overcomethe loss
could operate in two ways. Firstly by bypassing the outer or middle ear
and passing sound energy (vibrations) straight to the inner ear. Secondly
by copying the main function of the outer and middle ear, i.e. act as an
amplifier.
It should be noted that most electronic hearing aids will require an
amplification stage as part of their signal processing, therefore little effort
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is needed to design a hearing aid to compensate for this type of hearing
loss as it will be part of any electronic hearing aid system design anyway.
Attenuation, compression and perceptual loss of hearing can all manifest
within the inner ear or cochlea. Therefore in order to compensate for these
types of hearing loss a hearing aid will require circuits and systems that
carry out signal processing which essentially adjusts or replaces the
“frequency feature extraction”thatis carried out by the cochlea.
Perceptual loss and bi-aural loss would require a hearing aid with
electronics which integrates with, and to some extent replaces, the auditory
nerve system and brain. This is an obvious area for current and future bio-
electronic research [3.8] and beyondthe scope ofthis thesis.
This thesis concentrates on creating hearing aid circuits and systems to
overcome the hearing loss that manifests within the inner ear. This is
because by designing a hearing aid that can carry out functionality of the
inner ear we can use it to compensate for attenuation and senorineural
impairment. As previously mentioned, these circuits and systems must
carry out signal processing that is equivalent to the “frequency feature
extraction”carried out by the natural ear within the cochlear.
The “frequency feature extraction” system processes the input signal into
frequency components and analyses the magnitude of each component as
identified in the model of the ear presented in figure 2.4, chapter 2. Once
an input signal has been processed into frequency components and the
features have been identified the hearing aid can adjust and reconstructthe
signal to compensate for each kind of hearingloss.
The nature and characteristics of hearing loss within the inner ear are very
particular to the individual. Therefore any hearing aid system that involves
adjusting the “frequency feature extraction” within the inner ear must to
highly flexible and/or adaptiveto fit an individual’s needs.
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Chapter 4
4 HEARING AID DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION.
This chapter discusses the state of the art and classifications of hearing aid
devices. In turn this leads to an analysis of the issues that the next
generation of hearing aids must overcome and a specification for the
improvementofhearing aid performance.
4.1 Review of Hearing Aid technology
Although,overall, this work will not be based on any previous hearing aid
designs or technology, it is obviously logical to review current hearing aid
technology and the types and fitting of hearing aids. This will provide a
starting pointfor a specification of size, {ynctionality and cost.
4.1.1 Conventional Hearing Aids
A conventional hearing aid has a microphone input. It carries out signal
processing to alter the acoustic signal characteristics of the input acoustic
signal and passes this to a small speaker output. The modified acoustic
signal is then passed to the ear drum and auditory system as normal. This
section will give a brief overview to the categories of conventional hearing
aids.
There are four different fitting styles as illustrated in figure 4.1. These
different styles of fitting in-or around the ear result in a device being more
or less desirable. Desirability generally depends on whether the device is
comfortable and unobtrusive. This tends to mean that if the device is
smaller it is more desirable. However with miniaturisation the cost
increases. The ‘Behind the Ear’ (BTE) style has a unit worn behind the
ear, which houses: the microphonebatteries and electronics. The output
from the device is generally fed via a tube into a small ear-mould placed in
the ear canal. The ‘In the Ear’ (ITE) style has the unit with microphone,
batteries and electronics that all fit inside the ear flap. This unit is
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specifically moulded to the wearer’s ear and feeds the output directly into
the ear canal. The ‘In The Canal’ (ITC) style has the unit with microphone,
batteries and electronics, which this timeall fit just inside the entrance to
the ear canal. This makesthe device far less visible. Lastly the ‘Complete
In Canal’ (CIC)style again has a single unit. Howeverit fits further down
the ear canal making it almost invisible. Since the CIC devicefits tightly
within the canal it is also the least likely of the fitting styles to cause
feedback problems. The ear canal for example is approx. 60 mm’. less
obvious prosthesis can improve self-confidence and avoid prejudice in
third parties’ attitudes and significantly help children “blend in”.
There is also a range of technologies available for conventional hearing
aids. As the technology and functionality of the device become more
advanced, and consequently more desirable, the cost tends to increase.
The cheapest hearing aids which use simple analogue linear-type
amplification technology, cost $395-$795, have the advantage of being
low cost and can give benefits (although limited) for patients with a wide
range of hearing loss. Non-linear or compression amplification type
technology has the ability to limit sound amplification so that it is not
uncomfortably loud and it delivers more natural loudness throughout the
patients listening range. This technology costs $695-$1295 and these
devices have the advantage of improving listening comfort in a range of
environments, producing more natural hearing. They also have more
additional functions e.g. noise suppression or telephonesettings.
Miniaturised low power devices, which are specifically designed for the
CIC style, have many of the advantages of non-linear devices with the
added benefits of being virtually invisible and very comfortable to wear.
They have the capability to have multiple settings which are changed via
remote control, require less power as they are positioned close to the ear
drum and, because of their fitting style, produce less feedback problems.
This type of device costs $1195-$2095.
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Figure 4.1, Fitting styles for Conventional Hearing Aids, (taken from [4.1]).
Finally there are digital programmable hearing aids which cost $995-
$2400 and use digital signal processing to produce flexible and finely
tuned listening for patients. They have multiple memories for different
listening environments and have automatic and/or self adjustable volume
controls. This type of technology also hasthe ability to be readjusted over
time if the patients hearing impairment changes.
4.1.2 Bone Conduction Hearing Aid
Where there is more severe damage to the outer or middle ear a “Bone
Conduction’ hearing aid can be used to bypass the outer and middle ear. It
is possible to send acoustic vibration to the cochlea by transmitting it
through the bone of the skull and jaw. Hence a Bone Conduction hearing
aid is attached directly to the bone and converts acoustic energy, picked up
from a microphone, and converts the energy to vibrations which are
directly transmitted to the inner ear through the bone. There are two types
of Bone Conduction hearing aid; the traditional Bone Conduction hearing
aid and the Bone Anchored hearing aid, (BAHA). The traditional Bone
Conduction hearing aid usually uses a head band which holds a vibration
pad in place. The pad must be held tightly in place so these aids are
generally uncomfortable and unsightly to wear. They also tend to use a
considerable amount of power. A BAHAconsists of a small titanium
implant whichis fixed directly to the boneof the skull just behind theear.
A small hearing aid, approximately 20 mm’,is then attached directly to
this implant. For more severe hearing loss, a body worn amplifier can be
used. BAHA’sareless visible, use less power and improve audible quality
[4.2].
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4.1.3 Middle Ear Implants
Another type of hearing aid that can be used for conduction hearing is a
middle ear implant, MEI. With an MEIthe implantis directly fixed to one
of the ossicles in the middle ear. Output vibrations from the hearing aid
are then passed directly to the middle ear. The advantage of an MEIis that
it keeps the ear canal free. For patients whoare sensitive to foreign bodies
in their ear canal, for example an ear mould, this is more comfortable.
MEI’s also have the advantage of eliminating feedback. Conventional
hearing aids can create an uncomfortable audible “squeal” resulting from a
feedback loop that can occur from the output to the input of the instrument.
However additional signal processing using adaptive filtering in
conventional hearing aids can be effectively used to remove the problem of
feedback [4.3]. It must be noted that the signal processing within
conventional hearing aid, BAHA and MEI can be designed to cope with
hearing impairment whichis part conductive and part sensorineural.
Finally, Park et el. [4.4] describes a proposal for an additional type of
conduction hearing aid. This uses a microelectromagnetic vibration
transducer as an implantable middle ear hearing aid which amplifies
acoustic sound by interacting with the ossicles. Similar to this, Symphonix
Devices in San Jose, USA, [4.5] has developed a hearing aid which
overcomes feedback problems with a small magnetic implant that is
attached to the ossicles. This implant is made to vibrate by a separate ear-
mould signal processing unit.
4.1.4 Cochlear Implants
A Cochlea Implant ‘CI’ uses an implanted array of electrodes that are
surgically implanted either inside the cochlea or against the outside of the
cochlea to directly stimulate the auditory nerve. These types of hearing
aids were first developed and used in the late 1970’s by Prof. Graeme
Clark at the University of Melbourne Australia and are now used by more
than 50,000 children and adults worldwide [4.6]. Generally the electrode
array is attached to a data receiver/decoderthat is fixed to the skull under
the skin. This receiver/decoder collects signals which are transmitted
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through the skin from an externally worn sending/encoder and signal
processing unit. The signal processing unit which collects the input
acoustic signal from a microphone and houses the batteries to run the
instrument is either worn behind the ear or as a body worn unit. The
alternative is to have the signal processing unit plug directly into the
electrode array connection. This has the advantage of significantly
reducing the power required by the instrument. However the plug can be
extremely difficult to keep free from infection. Various different Cochlear
Implants use different numbers of electrodes and different types of coding
strategies to stimulate the auditory nerve.
A significant problem with CI devices is that they tend to require a large
amount of power and thus require batteries to be changed every 1-2 days.
A break through in the cochlear implant technology was the development
of cochlear implants such as the “Epic” (developed by EPIC BIOSONICS,
Victoria Canada with the help of Prof. Chris Toumazou from Imperial
College, London). The Epic is attempting to use low power analogue
VLSI processing, equipped with 48 electrodes, which will be totally
internal requiring no hard-wired external device or sockets and will use a
miniature rechargeable battery which is designedto last a lifetime and will
only require 1-2 hrs recharging per week [4.7].
4.1.5 Cochlea Implant coding strategies
An important system within a cochlear implant hearing aid is the coding
strategy that is implemented. The coding strategy defines how the
characteristics of the input signal are converted to stimulation of the nerves
within the cochlea. Thesestrategies and the related systems continue to be
developed to enable the hearing aid wearer to better understand the input
signal. The coding strategies must analyse and divide the signal into
different frequency bands and determine the amplitude relationship within
each band. Hence a cochlea implant type hearing aid also requires a
“frequency feature extraction system”as defined in structure of a hearing
aid presented in this thesis in figure 3.1. The coding strategy must then
transform the information from the frequency feature extraction system to
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defining where the stimulation occurs, i.e. define the stimulation rate of
each electrode and how muchto stimulate each electrode to preserve the
amplitude relationship. There are four main coding strategies that have
been developed; Spectral Maxima Sound Processor, Compressed
Analogue, Maximum Spectral Peak Extraction and ContinuousInterleaved
Sampling [4.8 — 4.10].
Spectral Maxima Sound Processor, (SMSP): This strategy proposes only
taking the most important features of speech required for understanding,
leaving out other information. In this way an impaired auditory system will
not be overburdened. Limiting the amount of information used also
reduces the complexity of the processing required. Withthis strategy, only
electrodes associated with a particular feature are stimulated at any one
time. This strategy was quite successfully used for a numberofyears until
developments in technology madeit possible to process more information
rapidly and efficiently, hence allowing more information to be sent and
improvinglistening quality [4.11].
Compressed Analogue, (CA): The major feature of this strategy is that all
the electrodes are stimulated simultaneously. The acoustic input is
compressed into a smaller dynamic range suitable for electrode
stimulation. Howeverall the acoustic information is used. Since all the
information is sent simultaneously the strategy requires a lot of power for
the processing. Also several problems exist when stimulating electrodes
simultaneously because of uncontrolled interaction between closely
positioned electrodes. The amplitude mix and frequency overlap are not
predictable and canresult in considerablelistening distortion [4.12].
Maximum Spectral Peak Extraction, (e.g. SPEAK): This is an extended
version of feature extraction. The strategy analyses the frequencies and
selects a subset of frequency bands, which have the maximum energy.
These frequency bandsare associated with a different electrode and each
time a numberofelectrodes are selected. In SPEAK,3 to 10 electrodes are
selected and stimulated with an average pulse rate of250 pulses per second
[4.13].
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Continuous Interleaved Sampling, (CIS): This is the newest of the
strategies. It is a development of the CA strategy in that only one
electrode is stimulated at anyone time, but all electrodes are stimulated in
sequence with a rapid stimulation rate of more than 850 pulses per second.
Hence CIS uses all the acoustic input information and through a rapid
stimulation rate provides the auditory nerve and brain with a large amount
ofinformation enabling better hearing [4.14].
Other strategies known as MPS or PPS, are a hybrid of CA and CIS
together. In MPS, two or more electrodes are stimulated simultaneously
but only if they are far enough apart to avoid interaction. Also ACE is a
hybrid of CIS and SPEAK. Advanced Combination Encoders (ACE) or n-
of-m method uses CIS higher stimulation rate with the ‘less than total’
electrode selection of SPEAK [4.15].
A considerable amount of research has been carried out to evaluate
different strategies and in particular CIS vs. SPEAK [4.16-4.18]. The
results of this research have been inconclusive in defining which strategy
is most effective for all situations.
4.1.6 Auditory Brainstem Implants
Similar to cochlear implants auditory brainstem implants directly stimulate
nerves with electrodes. Research is being carried out on the development
of implants which stimulate and send information to the auditory
brainstem directly [4.19]. Cochlear Corporation [4.20] has developed the
Nucleus® 24 Auditory Brainstem Implant (ABI) which combines the
cochlea implant technology with an ABI.
4.2 Developing Hearing Aid technology
Wecan now usethe discussion of hearing aid technology in 4.1 to show
how the hearing aid circuits and systems that will be developed in this
thesis fit with hearing aid technology.
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Asdiscussed in the conclusion to chapter 3 this thesis concentrates on the
hearing aid frequency feature extraction system as illustrated in the model
for a hearing aid shown infigure 3.1.
The previous discussion showsthat a frequency feature extraction system
can be used within both a conventional hearing aid with variousfitting
styles and with a cochlear implant. A frequency feature extraction system
for a cochlear implant would be followed by a coding strategy for the
stimulation of the nerves via electrodes. The exact nature of this coding
strategy is beyond the scope ofthis thesis, but it can be seen from the study
of current coding strategies that the “frequency feature extraction” for a
cochlear implant is fundamentally important. Similarly for a conventional
hearing aid the “frequency feature extraction” is essentially the hub of the
hearing aid signal processing. The signal processing can therefore break
down and analyse the input signal and then use adjustment and
reconstruction signal processing or a cochlear implant codingstrategy.
4.3 Hearing Aid Design Specification
All the work presented in this thesis can now be drawn together to develop
a specification for a hearing aid design and in particular for the design of
the frequency feature extraction system.
Before looking at a detailed discussion of the specification there is an
important note to highlight. This is that although cost is always important
in a productthat is produced on large scale, because it is envisaged the
next generation of hearing aids will have to be at the forefront of
technology,it is expected that they can be high value devices and so cost
will not be a primary driving force.
The specification for an ideal hearing aid would;
e have extremely low power consumptionto enable long battery life;
e use very low voltage to enable small battery size;
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e be highly miniaturised to help with aesthetics; the ear canal for
example is approx. 60 mm*. A less obvious prosthesis can
improve self-confidence and avoid prejudice in third parties’
attitudes and significantly help children “blend in”;
e have vast functionality to provide the best signal processing
possible;
e be very flexible to allow good fitting to patients needs in all
environments;
e have a high signal to noise ratio, to enable the user to perceive
speech easily without noise interference;
e have low distortion of speech to enable the user to communicate
and understand speecheffectively;
e be low cost.
4.3.1 Challengesfor HA development
When thinking about producing a hearing aid design to meet the ideal
specification it is found that improving the design in one area often has a
detrimental effect on the design in other areas. Figure 4.2 illustrates how
all the different criteria of the design influence and affect other areas of the
design. For example, as functionality increases so will the power
consumption and the product size along with reducing the battery life.
Similarly, as the size of the product is reduced the SNR is likely to
increase, as well as distortion of the signal, so the power consumption
could increase.
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Figure 4.2, Tradeoffin the design of a Hearing Aid.
4.4 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the type of hearing aid technology that is
available. Following this discussion we can see how the frequency feature
extraction system proposed to be developed in this thesis will be the
fundamentally important to most of these types of hearingaids.
This chapter develops a specification for hearing aid design and in
particular a frequency feature extraction system. The specification
identifies a number of trade offs that occur when trying to meet the
specification with an ideal design.
The specification listed above can now be used to develop hearing aid
circuits and systems. The challenge is to correctly balance all the trade-
offs identified in figure 4.2 to get the best possible hearing aid product.
This is achieved by gathering together the latest technology for improving
the functionality of a hearing aid, and then investigating and demonstrating
the best strategy andthe best technology to use to implementthe functional
signal processing.
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Chapter 5
5 HEARING AID HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Following the discussion of hearing aid design and the development of a
specification for a hearing aid in chapter 4 this chapter discusses the best
ways to implement constituent signal processing systems in terms of
previous published work and in terms of signal processing hardware
technology that is available. The chapter compares the fundamentals of
implementing the signal processing computation in analogue VLSI versus
digital VLSI hardware.
As previously discussed the thesis will concentrate on hardware
implementation of a frequency feature extraction system within a hearing
aid as identified in figure 3.1 and discussed in chapter 3. The frequency
feature extraction stage can be viewed as the hub of a hearingaid that is
designed using the natural human auditory system as a model.
The Lyon & Mead model [5.1] is an electronic model of the human
cochlear which in affect achieves the frequency feature extraction stage.
Asthis electronic model is well known and well understoodit will be used
as a basis for the frequency feature extraction of a hearing aid structure.
5.1 The Lyon & Mead Auditory Model
Whendesigning hearing aid circuits and systems that are based on a model
of the natural human auditory system, previous work that has concentrated
on modelling the human auditory system electronically can be used
Modelling the auditory system, particularly the cochlea, focuses on the
function of the basilar membrane and inner and outer hair cells. As
previously discussed, these structures act as a frequency feature extraction
system carrying out frequency analysis and separation. The feature
extraction modelling must also include the active characteristics which
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mask or amplify certain extracted features associated with the outer hair
cells [5.2]. The outer hair cells amplify some frequencies and not others as
the vibrations propagate along the cochlea. This adjusts some frequencies
and limits their energy levels thereby creating automatic gain control and
somenoise masking with a broad gain peak of as much as 60 dB.
 
Low powerFeature Extraction
Signal Processing
‘TF Gn-C Low-passfilter
2 [Eycascade
15 channels
10 Hz -18 kHz
5D     
Figure 5.1, Lyon & Mead modelofthe fluid
dynamicsofthe cochleaas a cascadeoffilters.
The widely known Lyon & Mead modeloffers the most appropriate model
to be implemented and used effectively as an advanced frequency feature
extraction system with controllable channel gain.
This approach models the fluid dynamics of the cochlea as a cascade of
filters, figure 5.1. Therefore as the fluid travels along the cochlea and is
damped by the basilar membrane characteristics according to the
frequency ofthe signal, this is taken to be the same as a cascade of low
pass filters where each channel is used to provide the frequency feature
extraction. The effect of the outer hair cells is included as an underdamped
filter response for each channel, thereby creating response peak which can
be adjusted to control the gain for each channel. This resonant peak is
created using second order filter stages with controllable Q-—factors
enabling gain control of each low pass filter stage. The original work
achieved a band-pass gain peak of about 12 dB [5.3]. However, more
recent work has improvedthe gain ofthe filters to give peak gain close to
40 dB [5.3]. It has also been identified that this peak gain is related to the
dynamic range of the filter implementation. A typical feature extraction
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stage would have 15 channels with outputs arranged linearly on a log scale
ranging from 10 Hz to 18 kHz.
5.2 Signal Processing Hardware Alternatives
There are a variety of signal processing hardware approachesthat could be
used to implement hearing aid circuits and systems. Figure 5.2 shows a
simple breakdown of the general signal processing approaches that can
initially be considered.
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Figure 5.2, Signal Processing Hardware Alternatives.
Referring to figure 5.2, the non-real time alternatives can be discounted
since the requirement of a hearing aid is to hear the output from the
processed input in real time. This leavesthe alternatives of analogue and
digital real time circuits. The first generation of hearing aids used
analogue technology to implementthe required real-time signal processing
but developments in high speed DSPs has now digital technology to be
used for hearing aid circuits. Digital implementations have been
introduced to yield improved advanced signal processing and noise
reduction. The other alternative hardware approach is to use a hybrid
system using various continually restored analogue data on a minimal
numberofwires which can be passed andprocessed like digital data [5.4].
This hybrid approach can use the advantages eachof digital and analogue
techniques to create the best solution for programmability, power
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consumption and area consumption. The development of a hybrid
approachis discussed further in section 5.3, but it can be seen that a hybrid
approach can provide an efficient solution for the key considerations and
specifications for a hearing aid design as highlighted in chapter4.
5.2.1 Current HearingAid design: DSP and Microcontroller
The majority of current digital hearing aids use an architecture that
incorporates a traditional DSP processor and a control processor to
perform other non-signal processing functions. This has significant
benefits in terms of power efficiency and total system cost, but requires
parallel memory systems, duplication of processing functionality, and
communication between the processors can beinefficient [5.5]. Figure 5.3
shows the die layout for a digital hearing aid implemented with this
hardware approach. This ASIC approach incorporates: an analogue pre-
amplifier, ADC, DSP, DAC and a co-processor controlled EEPROM for
filter parameters, gain control and automatic gain control. The die is
approximately 30 mm?in 0.8 ym CMOStechnology and contains 30,000
gates with 120,000transistors.
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Figure 5.3, TURK+TURK ELECTRONIC GMBH
Digital Hearing Aid Die Layout(taken from [5.6]).
Referring back to the specification for a hearing aid design presented in
chapter 4, this ASIC approach does have somelimitations. Firstly the
power consumption of an ASIC, although good, cannot be described as
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ideally efficient because of the numberoftransistors required and power
consumption used for memory and control of data flow. Secondly,
flexibility is limited because of the specifically designed nature of the
ASIC and because of the waya significant amountof effort has been used
to precisely fit the design into as small as possible circuit package. This
precise design has obvious cost implications because the design is very
specific to single hearing aid device.
5.2.2 Afresh approach: Digital vs analogue?
The specification in chapter 4 highlights the important need for
miniaturisation in a hearing aid circuits and systems. Therefore VLSI
technology would be needed to implementthe circuits. Whatis less clear
is whether the design should be analogue VLSI or digital VLSI
technology.
For many years both digital and analogue hearing instruments have been
available. The initial reason for the use of a digital approach is the
performance requirements. Signal processing in general, and particularly
audio processing, requires high levels of mathematical complexity. The
analogue domain is impractical for implementing these applications.
Howeverin the digital domain, signal processing technology has been
developed to implement these higher mathematical applications in an
effective, cost and powerefficient way. Digital signal processing also has
reliability advantages over analogue processing. Digital technology is
significantly more consistent and stable with no errors or drifting of the
output with time, variations in temperature, voltage instability or variations
in components. Howeveras discussed in the next section, it can be shown
that a digital hardware approach for modelling a biological system is not
the most efficient method [5.4]. Since our hearing aid design has been
based on the natural human ear, this indicates that a purely digital
approach maynotbe the mostefficient hardware approach.
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5.3 Digital vs. Analogue for VLSIcircuits
Research into using electronics to model neurobiology has reviewed the
pros and cons of analogue and digital computation for VLSIcircuits. This
work is obviously highly relevant as a foundation for the hardware
approach for a Hearing aid based on the natural human cochlear.
If we start at the most basic level, analogue circuits compute using
continuous values of physical variables. These variables can either be
current or voltage and are restricted to a given range. It is more typical to
use voltage as the variable. The voltage variable range is ultimately
limited between the upper limit of the power supply and the lower limit
which is determinedbythe level ofnoise whichis intrinsic to the circuit.
On the other hand digital circuits use discrete values of physical variables
to typically denoted 0, for a lower limit voltage, and 1, for an upper limit
voltage. The precision of the physical variable used to represent the
discrete value is less important in digital so a range of voltages can be used
to represent each discrete value, ie. 0 or 1. This means fundamentally
digital circuits are more tolerant of intrinsic noise from transistor physics
and thermal fluctuation.
The use of physical parameters for analogue circuits means the circuits are
designed using the physical relationships of transistors, capacitors,
resistors, using voltage and Kirchoff’s current laws. Digital computation
uses Boolean maths andlogic relation with AND, OR, NOT, NAND and
XOR primitives. These primitives are basically constructed form
transistors acting as switches. Thus for digital circuits we can see the
amount of computation which is performed bya single transistor is low,
whilst for an analogue circuit the amount performed bya single transistor
is high.
As well as the amount of computation performed bya single transistor the
amount of information presented by a single wire at any given time is
greater for analogue circuits. Within a digital circuit one wire is needed
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for each bit of information at any given time, but for an analogue circuit
one wire can represent manybits of information at a given time. This
property is fundamental to the idea of analogue as having advantages in
terms of efficiency compared to digital. For example the addition of two
parallel 8-bit numbers takes one wire in analogue circuits, (using
Kirchoff’s current law), whereas it takes 240 transistors using a cascade of
8 full adders in CMOSdigital circuits [5.4].
It has been shown that the Lyon Mead model weare using as a frequency
feature extraction system of a hearing aid can produce significant power
savings when comparing an analogue vs. digital large scale
implementation ofthe silicon cochlea. [5.7]. Depending on how the digital
circuit is implemented the advantage in power consumption can range
from a factor of 300 to 110°.
There are other considerations when looking at the effective efficiency of
analogue vs. digital. For analogue circuits the use of physical parameters
means that computation is highly sensitive to noise and prone to offsets
from mis-matches in physical parameters. In digital circuits noise results
in round-off errors, but the computation is not affected by mis-matches in
physical parameters. Howevera single bit error can cause catastrophic
failure whereas in analogue computation errors can be less catastrophic
and degradation of performance is more gradual.
Looking at an overall hearing aid system the basic idea is that analogue
circuits are fundamentally more efficient because of their use of physical
parameters, but they are highly limited by noise. Howeverdigital circuits
divide the information into bits and each bit is represented on a single wire
and therefore the effect of noise on a each wire has a diminished effect on
the overall computation. Also complex analogue circuits tend to
accumulate noise becauseofthe lack of signal restoration alongthe circuit,
whereas complex digital circuits tend to incorporate signal restoration at
each stage. It has therefore been suggested that the most effective and
efficient approach would be a hybrid approach combining the advantages
of continuous signal restoration with continuous-time analogue
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computation. [5.4]. It is believed that this hybrid approach is,
fundamentally, how highly efficient biological systems operate [5.8].
Since we are using the biological ear as a template for a hearing aid it
seemsobvious to use the biological system as an inspiration. For example
the cochlea is essential to an analogue system that carries out computation
on one wire but encodes and distributes information that can then be
continually restored and used by digital/nervous system on many wires.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter studies the way in whichthe circuits and systemsofa hearing
aid can be implemented in hardware using the specification detailed in
chapter 4. As previously discussed, this thesis concentrates on
implementing the frequency feature extraction stage of a hearing aid which
is inspired by the cochlea structure within the natural humanear.
The chapter highlights the Lyon & Mead model as an electronic model of
the human cochlear which in affect achieves the frequency feature
extraction stage. The idea is to use this model to implement a cascade of
filters which can be usedto tap off the frequency components at each stage
achieving the frequency feature extraction stage within a hearing aid. A
typical feature extraction stage would have 15 channels with outputs
arranged linearly on a log scale ranging from 10 Hz to 18 kHz.
The complete range of different hardware approaches for the signal
processing are initially highlighted and discussed in terms of their
advantages, disadvantages and how they have been previously used for
current hearing aid systems. The conclusion of this is that the best
approachto fit the specification given in section 4.3 is to implement the
system as a VLSI ASIC. It is less easy to conclude whether a digital or
analogue approach is better for the systems and circuits. Therefore the
chapter discusses the fundamental difference between a digital versus
analogue approach for VLSI. It is further concluded that a hybrid digital
and analogue approach has been shownto be mostefficient for these types
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of circuits. This hybrid approach is also believed to closely match the
natural, and extremely efficient, biological approach we see within the
natural ear. Therefore as previously discussed, as the hearingaid hastofit
within and compensate for deficiencies within the natural ear, it would
appear sensible to take inspiration from the efficient natural biological
hardware approach.
To conclude this chapter a hybrid analogue/digital hardware approach will
be used for the hearing aid circuits and systems. For the frequency feature
extraction stage this would involve a cascade of analogue filters with
channels at ranging frequencies from 10 Hz to 18 kHz. The analogue
frequency feature extraction circuit would carry out computation on one
wire but distribute the signal processed information, that can then be
continually restored on many wires, and subsequently be used bya digital
stage.
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Chapter 6
6 SOI CMOS FOR ANALOGUE HEARING AID CIRCUITS
Chapter 5 concluded that the most efficient hardware approach for the
frequency feature extraction stage of a hearing aid would be to implement
a cascade of analogue filters based on the Lyon & Mead cochlea model
[6.1]. This would be part of a hybrid VLSI digital/analogue approach for
the overall hearing aid system. The hybrid approach [6.2] would use an
analogue frequency feature extraction circuit that would carry out
computation on one wire but distribute the signal processed information,
which can then be continually restored, on many wires, and subsequently
be used by a digital stage. Therefore this chapter discusses VLSI CMOS
for low power analogue circuits and discusses silicon-on-insulator
technology as an appropriate technology for a hybrid CMOSdesign.
Chapter 6 introduces the CMOS hardware implementation of low power
VLSI analogue circuits with particular reference to analogue filters for
hearing aids. The case for subthreshold/weak inversion operation is made
and discussed. The chapter continues with the introduction of the use of
SOI technology for analogue circuits and discusses how SOI devices can
improve performance compared to Si bulk devices. The other reason for
choosing SOI technology for hearing aid circuits was the ability to use the
technology for mixed signal or hybrid circuits/systems and as a platform
for microelectromechanical systems (MEMs)such as the microphone to
create an almosttruly complete system-on-chip (SoC).
This chapter also discusses models that can be used to design and simulate
SOIcircuits for this hearing aid circuit application. The modelling of SOI
also allows a numerical comparison of SOI versus Si bulk devices.
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6.1 Introduction
The hearing aid circuit design discussed in this thesis concentrates on the
frequency feature extraction system. The circuit was designed using the
specification developed and discussed in 4.3. Particular concern was
placed on the specification concerning low power consumption,flexibility
andsize.
6.1.1 Frequency Feature Extraction System
Aspreviously discussed in chapter 5 the Lyon & Mead model[6.1] will be
used as the basis to implement a frequency feature extraction system that
has been highlighted in the proposed hearing aid design shown in figure
2.4. The frequency feature extraction system will therefore use a cascade
of analogue filters to process the input signal and extract data into a
number of analogue data wires. Each analogue wire will represent a
different frequency tap. The use of a number of wires that can be
individually processed has similarities to a digital process; hence the
system is described as a hybrid system [6.2]. Therefore the major hearing
aid circuits required for the frequency feature extraction system are
analoguefilters with variable cut-off frequencies that can process the input
signal into the frequency taps. Hence weneedto look at the development
of low poweranaloguecircuit technology.
6.1.2 CMOS VLSI technology
The need for more portable electronic devices has led to the move towards
very large scale integration (VLSI). Nowtotal system-on-chip (SoC)
designs has led to the need for circuits with both analogue and digital
circuitry to exist on the same technology. These, so-called mixed signal or
hybrid system devices, integrate circuits formerly partitioned along
analogue digital boundaries [6.3]. CMOS technology has been the
technology of choice for mixed signal implementationsbecause ofits high
density, flexibility on the digital side and power saving on the analogue
side [6.4]. In recent years research focused on CMOStechnology has
becomeincreasingly important for analogue systems. Technology hasalso
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moved towards very low powerelectronic circuits and systems, primarily
to limit battery size, weight and time between replacementor recharging of
portable electronic devices. In recent years this has led to an increase in
research and developmentactivities into low power and low voltage
analogue CMOScircuits. Additionally electronic devices produced in
submicron CMOSprocesses cannot be operated with supply voltage above
3 V, forcing the design of corresponding electronic circuits to be low
voltage and hence low power.
6.2 Low Power Analogue CMOS
Power consumption in digital CMOScircuits was consideredfirst since it
is the commonly knowncase. The most efficient way to reduce the power
consumption of digital circuits is to reduce the supply voltage, since the
average power consumption of CMOSdigital circuits is proportional to
the square of the supply voltage. Discounting leakage currents within
devices the power consumption orthe heat dissipated, P, is given by,
P=CViunf (6.1)
where Cy, represents the load and parasitic junction capacitances, f the
switching/clock frequency and Vy is the power supply voltage.
The rules for analogue circuits are quite different from those applied to
digital circuits. Decreasing the supply voltage unfortunately does not
reduce the power consumption of analogue circuits mainly due to the fact
that the power consumption of analoguecircuits at a given temperature is
basically set by the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the frequency
of operation (or the required bandwidth). In addition to these fundamental
limits there are also somepractical limits and additional obstacles to power
reduction.
6.2.1 Fundamentallimit ofPower in Analogue CMOS
Poweris consumed in an analogue circuit to maintain signal energy above
the energy ofintrinsic noise within the circuit. Intrinsic noise in analogue
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CMOSis discussed in depth later in section 6.5. In order to make the
signal easily discernable from the noise the energy in the signal mustbe set
to provide a minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the required circuit
bandwidth.
In order to consider the analogue power consumption of different CMOS
technology a simple typical analogue circuit that realizes a single pole at a
bandwidth frequency can be considered. From this the power consumed to
realize a single pole can be used as a figure of merit [6.4]. This can be
achieved by considering the basic integrator circuit shown in figure 6.1,
assuming the transconductoris 100% efficient so that all the current pulled
from the power supply appears at i,,,;, and is used to charge C.
 
Ideal Transconductor
Vit)
 
    
Figure 6.1, Basic integrator circuit, assumingthe transconductor is 100% efficient.
The power (Vadxlin) to create the pole consumed from the power supply,
Vad, Which is required to give a sinusoidal voltage Vou(t), at a frequency/,
across capacitor C with a peak-to-peak signal voltage amplitude V;,, is
given by[6.5],
P=8kT.PSNR (6.2)
in
where & is the Boltzman constant and T is the temperature.
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From (6.2) it can be seen that the power consumption of an analogue
circuit at a given temperature is set by the required minimum SNR and the
frequency of operation, i.e. the bandwidth required. Also to achieve a
powerefficient analogue circuit it can be seen from (6.2) the ratio of
supply voltage and signal peak-to-peak amplitude that the voltage swing of
the signal should be maximised so that Vi, = Vag. Due to overdriving of the
circuit it is not possible to have Vin > Vaz.
6.2.2 Practical limits ofPower Consumption in Analogue
CMOS
As well as fundamental limits there are also practical limits that are
technology dependant. These can be seen as obstacles or technological
limitations to power consumption reduction in practical circuits. There are
a number of different ways of overcoming many ofthese limitations at a
device to system level.
(I.) Capacitors and additional parasitic capacitance increase the
capacitance necessary to achieve a given bandwidth. Therefore reducing
the parasitic capacitance can reduce the analogue circuit power
consumption.
(II.) An increase in intrinsic noise from the circuit equates to an increase in
power consumption as the SNRin (6.2) is increased. Therefore sources of
noise must be minimised.
(III.) Analogue circuit design often requires bias current to be used. The
powerusedin setting up bias currents is wasted and must be minimized.
Inefficient biasing schemes can also be noisier and therefore increase
powerconsumption.
(IV.) The need for precision and matching within devices to attain good
functionality leads to larger dimensions for components which results in
increased parasitic capacitance and power. Therefore the ability of a
technology to achieve well matched small scale dimensionsis important.
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(V.) From (6.2) the power is increased if the signal at any node which
corresponds to a pole location within the bandwidth has a peak-to-peak
voltage smaller than the supply voltage. Therefore circuit design should
amplify the signal as early as possible to its maximum possible voltage and
maintain this level as muchaspossible.
(VI.) The power required for the capacitive load, including parasitic
capacitors, is supplied by current Jj. Therefore Jo, needed to obtain a
given bandwidth is inversely proportional to the ratio of the device
transconductance and drain current, g,/Ip, for the active devices,
1, = 2229,f (6.3)
where Ip is the drain current, g,, is the transconductance and / is the
frequency. Therefore minimum power consumption is achieved when
Zn/Ip is maximised. As discussed later this is achieved in MOSFET
devices when they operate in weak inversion, section 6.4, and using SOI
technology devices, section 6.6.
6.2.3 Other Obstacles to Lowpower analogue CMOSdesign
In addition to the fundamental and practical limitation for power
consumption reduction there are also someother historical and modelling
obstacles.
(I.) Often analogue circuit designers use well known and well used
analogue building blocks from existing libraries and these are not
necessarily powerefficient or compatible with low power designing.
(II.) The use ofvery lowbias currents is often avoided becauseofthe lack
of transistor models that characterise correctly the devices at low current
levels. However models such as the EKV model, which is described
further in section 6.7.8, operate in all regions of transistor operation from
weak inversion to strong inversion and therefore can model low current
levels.
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6.2.4 Supply voltage reduction
In order to keep transistors operating in saturation the drain—source voltage
mustbe above givensaturation voltage V;a. Therefore, there is a limit on
how low the voltage drop across each device can be and within a circuit a
numberoftransistors can be stacked in series between the supply rails and
this, therefore, limits how low the supply voltage can be. Vga is
significantly lower in weak inversion than strong inversion as discussed in
section 6.3, 6.4.
The previous discussion shows that beyond the fundamentallimits there
are many problems that can arise in low voltage/low power analogue
CMOScircuit design. These problems are often directly related to the
properties of MOStransistors at a device level and in order to overcome
and understand them it is important to design circuits using correctly
modelled transistors even at very low currents.
It can also be noted, the trend towards mixed signal or hybrid
implementations has made it necessary to develop MOSFET device
models that can be easily adapted to analogue as well as digital circuits
[6.6, 6.7].
Thefirst stage to designing an analogue CMOScircuit is to understand the
device level operation of CMOSatthe large signal scale in the different
regions of inversion, i.e. strong and weak inversion. This then has
important implicationsin termsof circuit design and power consumption.
6.3 The MOSFETTransistorin strong inversion
6.3.1 Large Signal Analysis
In strong inversion the inversion layer charge, Q;, is much greater than the
depletion layer doped charge, Qa,i.e. iQ,| >> \O,| .
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This means in strong inversion Q, is proportional to the effective voltage
(Vos-Vro), where Ves is the gate-source voltage and V7o is the threshold
voltage,
OQ, = -C,.(Ves Vio) (6.4)
where C,, is the gate oxide capacitance, which is dependent on the oxide
thickness and dimensionsofthe device.
The transistor is saturated in strong inversion if (Vgs—Vro)<Vps and in
saturation the drain current is given by,
l ' WI, =—Hnh ox Ves Vio) (6.5)
where i, is the surface mobility of the channel and W, L are device
dimensions.
6.3.2 Small Signal Analysis
The large signal MOSFETequations describedin (6.5) are inherently non-
linear and hence within a circuit these devices would represent a system of
non-linear equations. Systems such as filters and amplifiers are linear
circuits and require linear behaviour to describe them. For a MOSFET
device this can be achieved by looking at the small signal response of
devices. In simple terms we are zooming in on nonlinear curvesuntil they
appear linear over a small range. Thus if we bias a transistor around a
certain operating point and then only make small changes around this point
we can approximate the device as having a linear behaviour. This is called
small signal analysis.
The most important small signal parameter of a MOSFET is the
transconductance, gm. The transconductance defines the relationship
between the gate to source voltage, Vgs, and the drain currentIp.
aI, 6.6OV 2) §m =
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From (6.5) we can express the transconductance of an above-threshold
bn =2HCooly (6.7)
6.3.3 Channel length modulation
MOSFETin saturation as
At a simple level in saturation after pinch-off the device drain current is
taken to be constant. At a more complexlevelthis is shown notto betrue.
This is because the depletion region around the source anddrain is affected
by the voltage of the source and drain. The effect of increasing the drain
voltage in the saturation region widens the depletion region around the
drain. This in turn has the effect widening the pinch-off region and thus
shrinking the channel by a small amount. The effect is called “channel
length modulation”. A shrinking channelincreasesthe current through the
device. In short-channel devices (length near the minimum length allowed
by the technology process), the effect on current is very complex and
difficult to model. Most MOSFET models use empirical models tofit
observed behaviour with first-order or higher-order models. This issue is
complicated by such effects as “drain-induced barrier lowering” (DIBL)
where in short devices the drain can act as an additional side-gate coupling
to the channel through the drain depletion capacitance. This can lead to a
dramatic increase in drain current as drain voltage increases.
A simple first-order model for channel length modulation uses a parameter
called the “early voltage”, V4. The early voltage parameter is taken from
plots of Jp versus Vps for several values of Vgs extrapolating the slope of
the saturated current. The curves tend to converge on the Vps axis at the
same point, V4. Since longer channels are affected less by the modulation
effect, Vcc L, (for long-channel devices). Thusthe currentin the saturation
region for a device can be modified to includea first-order term of Vps.
Equation (6.5) now becomes,
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1 3. W V,Ip= 5MoVes —Vro yf +“a (6.8)
From (6.8) we can define a small-signal parameter called output resistance
to describe the effect,
 r, = ae (6.9)
6.4 The MOStransistor in Weak Inversion
Micropower VLSIcircuits operate at a supply voltage of typically 1 to 3 V
and very low currents of typically 1 nA to 1 pA [6.8]. Historically the
field of micropowercircuits began in the late 1960’s with the development
of electronic watches and has since grown and expanded with the ever
increasing need for portable electronic equipment, medical devices and
telecommunication devices. Very low power consumption is also needed
for devices powered solely by solar or electromagnetics [6.9]. In order to
achieve low powered CMOScircuits we need to think of devices operating
at these low current levels. This involves operating the devices within the
weak inversion region.
The models discussed earlier predict no current flow through a device
below the threshold voltage as shown in figure 6.2a. Howeverthis is not
the case and when the gate-source voltage is below the threshold,i.e.
operating in subthreshold, it is well known that the channel current
decreases approximately exponentially as shown in figure 6.2b. This
occurs when the channelis said to be weakly inverted and this region of
operating is called “weak inversion” as opposed to “strong inversion”.
Between the strong and weak inversion regions there is a third region
called “moderate inversion”. Within the weak inversion region the current
continues to reduce exponentially until there is no inversion in the channel.
In fact there is an operating limit at the lowest current levels created by
intrinsic random noise current inherent within the channel. The noise is
discussed further, later in this chapter.
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In weak inversion the inversion layer charge is much less than the
depletion region charge, i.e., Q, << Q, in weak inversion.
For gate voltages less than the threshold voltage, V7zo, (i.e. subthreshold or
weakinversion region) the drain current obeys an expediential relationship
ofthe form,
VTy o eX ts. (6.10)nu,
where Uris the thermal voltage given by,
kTU, =— = 26 mVat room temperature,
nisa parameter greater then 1 and V;=0V
The parameter ‘n’ is called the body effect coefficient. The value of ‘n’
influences both the drive current and subthreshold swing of a MOSFET
[6.10]. Appendix A showsthetheory for deriving an expression for ‘n’ the
body effect coefficient from the oxide capacitance C,, and the depletion
capacitance Cz, between the gate voltage and the bulk voltage, Vc and Vz,
of an Si bulk MOSFET device as illustrated in figure 6.3, where the
surface potential is shown, y.
Cn=1+—= (6.11)
Ox
The value of ‘n’ influences both the drive current and subthreshold swing
of a MOSFET[6.10]. Since the depletion capacitanceis virtually constant
in the weak inversion region, ‘n’ is considered to be constant. The value of
‘n’ is slightly different for PMOS and NMOS,but n = 1.4 is taken to be a
good approximation.
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Figure 6.2, a) Strong inversion model for [p versus Ves for a device
operating in saturation (Vps > Vpssa), showing no drain current below
Vro; b) Drain current below Vo for subthreshold/weak inversion for
Ip versus Vgg for a device operating in saturation (Vps > Vipssa:)-
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Figure 6.3, The body effect coefficient Si bulk MOSFET.
Wehave already seen /DX exp(Vos /nU;) for V;= 0 V so we can now
say the charge concentration (at the channel surface) at the source (x = 0)
andat the drain (x = L) is given by,
j Ve -V|27| oc exp [Ze=Fel)
vy, -V,/n (6.12)oi|= an (YazPele
The concentration of electrons decreases linearly from the source to the
drain resulting in a constant concentration gradient. Hence from the
charge at either end of the channel we can write an expression for the drain
current,
[n=© U, (O%, -@',) (6.13)
Using (6.12) abovethis leadsto,
W V _-V -Vl,=],.— £ i p 6.14p= toe exJol U, cxf U, | (6.14)
where J, is a process dependent constant. For NMOS,
   
W 2 —VroI, =2u.C.—nuU, exp) ——— 6.15On HL, ox z T nU, ( )
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Typically Jo, is in the range of approximately 1x10A to 1x10" A,
similar to (6.15), for PMOSJo, is approximately 1x10A to 1x10" A.
Rearranging (6.14) we can get,
W V —nv, -V,I, =1I,—exp| ——— 1~exp| —*> 6.16D oF nU, | f U, }| ( )
Wecan note that when exp(—Vps/U7) << 1, the last term is approximately
equal to one and therefore this exponential term can be ignored. Within a
2% error exp(—Vps/Ur) << 1 occurs for Vps > 4U7, since e*=0.018. This
providesthe criteria for saturation in weak inversion and (6.16) simplifies
to,
W [FaasIn =I,7 for Vps > 4U7, (saturation) (6.17)nu,
At room temperature, 4U; ~ 100 mV,soin order to keep a weak inversion
region device in saturation Vps > 100 mV is required. This fact is very
advantageous for a low voltage, low power circuit because of the low
value of Vps needed to keep a device in saturation.
6.4.1 Transconductance in weak inversion
The transconductance of a weak inversion device is easy to derive from
(6.17).
Ip
nu,
 Ln = (in weak inversion) (6.18)
It can be notedthis is independent of device geometry, (W andL).
6.5 Noise in analoguecircuits
Having modelled the operation of a CMOStransistor in analogue circuits
we now need to consider noise in analogue circuits. Intrinsic noise is a
statistic measure and not an exact continuous time voltage or current. In
order to gain useful analysis noise is viewed as a continuous time source.
For practical analysis this enables worse case noise to be considered.
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Howeverit is always important to remember the random nature of noise.
This is because if we are trying to alter the effect of noise by say, doubling
the size of a transistor, it does not directly follow that the noise will be
directly doubled, because random noisein one half of the transistor is not
going to randomly occurat exactly the same time as random noise in the
second half of the transistor.
The noise phenomena considered here are caused by small current and
voltage fluctuationsthat are generated within the devices themselves. This
chapter does not consider extraneous pick-up of noise from external
sources that can also be a problem in analogue hearing aid circuits. The
existence of noise is due to the fact that the electrical charge is not
continuous but is carried in discrete amounts equal to the charge of an
electron and is associated with the fundamental processes in
semiconductor components. Hence the steady current J externally
observed, in fact, comprises of a large number of random independent
current pulses. In essence, noise is a random variable that is treated as
having a density function.
The study of noise represents a lower limit for operating electrical signals
below which these signals cannot be amplified without significant
deterioration in quality. This is because the operating signal cannot be
distinguished from the noise. In a simple transistor noise can be modelled
by a current source in parallel with the /p current. The current source can
be translated to an equivalent noise voltage input using the transistor’s gm.
This current source models several sources of noise that are important in
CMOScomponents.
6.5.1 Shot Noise [6.11]
Shot noise is associated with a direct-current flow across a PN junction.
The passage ofcarriers across the junction can be modelled as a random
event and is dependent on the carrier having sufficient energy and
direction towards the junction. The random fluctuations in /p are termed
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shot noise and are given in terms of a mean-squared variation about the
average value. Thusthe shot noise current is given by,
i? =2qI,Af (6.19)
where g is the electronic charge, Jp is the average current and 4f is the
bandwidth.
6.5.2 Thermal Noise[6.12]
Thermalnoise is generated by the random thermal motion of electrons and
is unaffected by the presence or absence of direct current. As the motion
of electrons is related to the absolute temperature 7, thermal noise is
directly proportional to 7, and as T approaches zero, thermal noise
approaches zero. The potential and therefore current generated by thermal
noise is given by,
e, =4kTR,,Af (6.20)
therefore, i, = 4kAf (6.21)
th
where k is the Boltzmann’s constant and Ry, is the resistor or equivalent
resistor in which the thermal noise occurs.
In MOSFETsthe most importantresistance to be considered is the channel
resistance. The effective channel resistance can be expressed as
1/(Drch Xm), Where I,h is 2/3 for MOSFETsin the saturation region [6.13].
Therefore (6.21) becomes,
ig! = SATSAS (6.22)
6.5.3 Flicker Noise
Flicker noise or (1/f) noise has been extensively studied, as it dominates
the low-frequency noise; at the same time there is an increasing need to
accurately design low-noise analoguecircuits in CMOStechnology. Noise
like properties with a 1/f power law have been observed in practically all
electronic materials and similarly in mechanical, biological, geological and
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even in musical systems. Howeverthere has been no entirely satisfactory
explanation for the origins of flicker noise despite extensive study [6.14].
Recent studies point toward an explanation of the flicker noise based on
the carrier numberfluctuation theory [6.15]; the same theory can also be
applied to the FD SOI MOSFETs[6.16]. However there is a competing
model based on mobility fluctuation theory, (see later), and the physics
behind flicker noise in MOSFETsisstill a topic of discussion. It is widely
accepted that low frequency noise in MOSFETsis, in both theories, a
result of trapping and detrapping of carriers in energy states near the
surface of semiconductors[6.17].
Carrier Number Fluctuation theory
Numberfluctuation theory was first developed in 1937 for germanium
filaments [6.18] and proposed flicker noise was a surface effect. The
theory wasfirst applied to MOSFETsin 1968 [6.19, 6.20] and states that
noise is caused by the tunnelling of carriers from the channel into traps
inside the oxide layer. The MOSFETtheory has further been developed to
take into account capacitive components for small-signal analysis and to
account for transistor operation in all regions from strong to weak
inversion [6.21]. Finally the theory has been developed into a compact
model[6.22],
2 Oney| (6.23)nC, - Oe nCU0. -G,
where N,,; is the effective number of traps [6.22] and is a technology
parameter, yw is the effective mobility, and Q, is the inversion charge
density.
Equation (6.23) is valid for all regions of operation. In weak inversion Qip,
Ors << nC,,Ur and using a first order expansion it is possible to simplify
(6.23) to [6.22],
 Iov = at = (6.24)
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In strong inversion Qjp ~ Qjs ~ CoxU1(Vg — Vro) and using a first order
expansionit is possible to simplify (6.24)to [6.22],
 2I N Afcnf q ot= : : (6.25)
Tp WLC, (Ve -V;) f
From (6.24) and (6.25) it can be seen that in weak inversion the theory
predicts that the weak inversion flicker noise will increase with Ip’ while
in strong inversionthe flicker noise only increasesby Jp.
Mobility Fluctuation theory
Mobility fluctuation theory stated that fluctuations in conductivity are due
to fluctuations in mobility and not in the numberofcarriers [6.23]. This
leads to an empirical parameter, “Hooge’s constant” taken from
experimental data. The theory was developed for MOSFETdevices[6.23]
using lattice scattering theory [6.24] to give a strong inversion noise of,
2 2os -ie(]eeD (6.26)
He HL; WLC, V -V, If
where ju, is the mobility, 4.7 is the effective mobility, 4; is the mobility if
onlylattice scattering were present and ay is the Hooge’s constant.
Combined Models: In an effort to improve SPICE modelling and
simulation of circuits the unified model has been developed [6.25, 6.26] to
quantify the contribution of surface mobility fluctuations by examining the
channel current modulation due to the trapping of a single electron and
using a scatter coefficient. This approach gives,
= _kT(1 VYi, oan) N;(E») (6.27)
where is the attenuation coefficient of electron waves into the oxide; a’ is
the scattering coefficient and N7(E,,) is the number of traps at the quasi-
Fermilevel.
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Simple Empirical model: Many versions of SPICE use empirical models
that are seen as over simplification compared to theoretical and combined
models. A common empirical modelis,
—..—Af (6.28)
WL
where Kr is an empirical constant which can be different in weak and
strong inversion.
6.6 SOI
We can now introduce silicon—on—insulator technology for MOSFET
devices. The main advantages of SOI over conventional bulk technology
have been well documented, namely reduced processing stages, lowering
of the threshold voltage of the device without increasing off-state leakage
current, reduced vertical field at the surface channel thereby increasing
device mobility. SOI is making a breakthroughinto industrial applications
dueto the limitations ofbulk CMOS.
6.6.1 Overview ofthe state ofSOI technology in electronics
With the advent of systems on a chip, and the increasing need ofportable
electronic equipment such as laptops and mobile phones, the need for
faster and reduced power microprocessors is growing and industry strategy
is changing towards SOI. Figure 6.4 compares the basic structure of an
SOI transistor and a traditional Si bulk transistor. The fundamental
difference is the layer of oxide beneath the device. The thickness of this
device film above the isolating oxide divides the SOI transistor into two
types; (i) partially depleted (PD SOD), with a deep oxide layer (thick film,
normally > 100 nm)or(ii) fully depleted (FD SOD),with a shallow oxide
layer (thin film, normally < 50 nm). As the names suggest the difference
refers to the amount of the channel above the oxide that becomes depleted
as a result of a chargeat the gate.
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For low voltage low power digital VLSI circuits the advantages of SOI
over conventional SI bulk CMOShave been well known and documented
[6.27]. The primary advantage ofall SOI devices has always been that the
dielectric isolation of devices provides reduced parasitic capacitance and
leakage currents which enable higher operating frequencies for switching
and lower power consumption compared to the junction isolation of
conventional Si bulk devices. The lack of a need for wells in SOIcircuits
to separate N* from P” regions meansthat device density can be higher
reducing area consumption.
6.6.2 SOI advantages
Compared with Si bulk CMOS SOIhas reduced junction capacitance. In
bulk MOSFET devices interaction between the device and substrate
creates a number of unwanted parasitic capacitances. In SOI technology
the parasitic capacitances are significantly reduced because the
source/drain diffusion areas couple to the substrate via the oxide layer (¢, =
4.1) instead ofsilicon (¢, = 12).
In addition, Si bulk CMOSstructures suffer from latch up problems
created by the triggering of a PNPN bipolarthyristor structure, particularly
with small device dimensions. In SOI CMOSlatchup does not occur
because there is no current path between the active device and the substrate
so no parasitic bipolar devices exist between MOSFETs. Techniques have
been developed to avoid parasitic capacitance and latch up in Si bulk
devices. Parasitic capacitance can be reduced by creating local
interconnections and placing contacts over the field area, and latchup can
be avoided by keeping the N-well as far a away from the source and drain
as possible andby using epitaxial substrates. These techniques, however,
have significant impact on manufacturing costs and chip area
consumption.
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Figure 6.4, Comparison ofSi Bulk and SOI devicestructures.
With the increased reduction in device dimensions over recent years the
effects caused by the reduction in channel length in MOSFETs has become
an important issue. The reduction of channel length has manyeffects, as
discussed earlier. The so-called “short channeleffect” results in a roll-off
of the threshold voltage in short channeldevices. It is due to the depletion
around the source and drain encroaching on the gate controlled depletion
zone, resulting in a loss of gate control. The advantage ofthin-film, FD
SOIis that the channel depth is restricted, therefore the encroachment of
the source and drain depletion is limited reducing this problem [6.28].
With less short channel effect it then follows that it is possible to use a
lower threshold voltage to improve performance, particularly for low
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power, low voltage circuits. This is because the amountof depletion in the
channel caused by the gate is directly related to the threshold voltage.
Therefore if it is possible to operate a short channel with less gate
depletion and the threshold voltage can be lowered.
The body effect coefficient represents the coupling of the gate to the
surface potential as shown in figure 6.5 for FD SOI and Si bulk
MOSFETs; Vg and Vz are gate voltage and bulk voltages, C,, is the gate
oxide capacitance, Cz, is the depletion layer capacitance for Si bulk
MOSFET,Céepsoi is the depletion layer capacitance of the FD SOI layer,
Cox is the capacitance of the buried oxide layer and y, is the surface
potential.
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Figure 6.5, The bodyeffect coefficientfor,
(a), Si bulk and (b) FD SOI CMOS.
Using equationsfor a capacitive divider and assuming that Vz = 0 V, we
get,
y,=lof (6.29)
where the body effect coefficient, ‘n’, for Si bulk MOSFETSisgiven by,
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Cn lie (6.30)
ox
and for FD SOI MOSFETSisgiven by,
Cz,Cox (6.3 1 )=+
Ci(C oC, 5)dep ox.
3 |
Thus in FD SOIthe body effect coefficient is close to the optimum value
of unity, n ~ 1.05 to 1.1, compared to 7 ~ 1.4 to 1.6 for Si bulk transistors
as discussed in 6.4 [6.29]. The value of ‘n’ influences both the drive
current and subthreshold slope of a MOSFET[6.29].
In MOSFETS another important characteristic which determines the
threshold voltage and hence the low power, low voltage limits of a circuit
is the “subthreshold slope” of a device. The subthreshold slope determines
the minimum voltage swing needed to affect the drain current of the
transistor. In digital circuits this is effectively the voltage swing required
to turn the transistor on. The characteristic is usually quantified by
measuring how many millivolts it takes to change the drain current by one
order of magnitude, i.e. one decade of current on a logarithmic scale, and
is given in units of mV/decade. The subthreshold swing is limited by
thermal voltage, kT /qg, which is 60 mV/decade at room temperature. FD
SOI thin-film MOSFETShave a sharper subthreshold slope than bulk,
again allowing better low power, low voltage performance. The sharper
subthreshold slope allows lower subthreshold leakage current for the same
threshold voltage compared to bulk CMOS.
FD SOI MOSFETcircuits have improved soft error durability from
extrinsic radiation dueto the thin operating layer.
The completeelectrical isolation of circuits with the oxide layer, means the
problem ofcross-talk noise between circuits on the same chip is reduced.
This makes FD SOIan ideal technology for mixed signal SoC design.
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The reduced leakage current compared to Si bulk devices is again caused
by the sharper subthreshold slope. Thanks to the reduced leakage current
SOI has advantages for high temperature applications [6.30]
SOI material has been used to enhance microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) performance for various applications including a piezoresistive
silicon pressure sensor [6.31], and capacitive acceleration sensors [6.32].
The development of microphone MEMswould be ofparticular relevance
for hearing aids and with the addition of mixed signal processing, SOI
technology presents a viable technology for a complete system—on-chip
(SoC) hearing aid. At the time of writing this thesis, to the author’s
knowledge, there is no development of SOI MEM microphones for
hearing aids. However there is published work on CMOS MEM
microphonesfor portable applications [6.33-6.35].
6.6.3 SOIDisadvantages
Figure 6.6 illustrates there is a “kink effect” which appears as a kink in the
output characteristic of SOI MOSFETS. The effect is caused by the
floating body, which can appear between the channel and the buried oxide
layer BOX particularly in PD SOI devices because the channel does not
fill all the film of the device. Therefore when the drain voltage is high
enough, the channel electrons have sufficient energy to create holes near
the drain due to impact ionization. The electrons rapidly move into the
channel and drain, while the holes can migrate towards the area beneath
the channel creating the floating body potential which is equivalent to a
forward bias source—body diode. The increase in body potential can be
seen as a similar effect as a substrate bias for a Si bulk MOSFET,in that
the change in body coefficient decreases the threshold voltage. This in
turn induces an increase of the drain current as a function of drain voltage
and hencethe kink is observed at a particular level of drain voltage. It is
possible to overcome this problem by having a body contact to bias the
body of a PD SOIdevice, howeverthis addsto the cost and complexity of
manufacture and increases area consumption.
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Figure 6.6, Drain current Ip versus Vps for a SOI MOSFETdevice, showing
the “kink effect”.
Thefloating body effect and its apparent reduction ofthe threshold voltage
has a corresponding negative effect on the subthreshold slope, leakage
current and noise.
Since the film in FD SOI is much thinner, and as the name suggests, the
film is fully depleted acrossits thickness there is no floating body. Hence
despite the difficulties and expense of manufacturing thin-film FD SOI
devices, they have obvious advantages in providing a quasi-ideal
MOSFET.
However it is important that for thin-film devices full depletion is
guaranteed even at low voltages and high temperatures, otherwise the
floating body effect occurs in weak inversion operation and the
subthreshold slope, leakage currentand noiseare all degraded.
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SOItransistors are thermally insulated from the substrate by the BOX. As
a result the removal of excess heat generated within the device is less
efficient than in Si bulk devices. This results in an elevation in device
temperature. The effect of self heating is a reduction in mobility which
affects the device conductivity and subsequent device characteristics. Due
to the relatively low thermal conductivity of the buried oxide once
sufficient poweris dissipated in the device there can be heating up by 50 to
150 °C and subsequent mobility reduction is observed. It has been shown
that the time constant associated with heat dissipated and self heating of
SOI transistors is of the order of several tens of nanoseconds. For
analoguecircuits self heating effects mean the output conductance of the
transistor is frequency dependent. At low frequencies self heating effects
follow the signal and thus a corresponding reduction in conductance is
observed. Self heating in analogue SOI devices also has the effect of
increasing transconductance at frequencies above approximately 100 kHz.
As well as self heating, thermal coupling effects can be observed
propagating from one device to another, particularly in structures such as
current mirrors.
Dueto the confined thicknessof the film in the SOI layer, devices are less
tolerant to electrostatic discharge.
6.6.4 Manufacturing SOI
Commercially, SOI wasfirst used in the 1960sfor early satellite and space
exploration systems because of its traditional resistance to ionization
radiation and the robust voltage isolation of circuits. This was a highly
specialised and specific application and hence the high cost of SOI wafer
manufacturereflected this. In recent years, work has focused on making
SOIfabrication more cost effective so that it can compete with traditional
Si bulk technology whilst providing performance benefits. The key
material issues are continuity and thickness uniformity of the buried oxide
layer (BOX) and thickness uniformity and defectivity of the signal crystal
silicon layer above the BOX. Also the interface charge trapped at the
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interface ofthe silicon and BOX mustbe kept below ~ 1x10'' cm’. The
rapidly growing commercial market, particularly in digital circuits, for SOI
wafers is continually driving suppliers to improve quality and reducecosts;
this will allow the further use of SOI technology for analogue and other
circuits.
The most common technique used to manufacture SOI wafers is SIMOX.
SIMOXstands for “Separation by Implanted Oxygen”. The technique
simply involves the formation of a BOX of SiOz by implantation of
oxygen ions beneath the surface of a standard silicon wafer. This,
therefore, makes the technology compatible with many standard Si bulk
CMOSprocesses, which in turn has significant manufacturing cost
advantages. Howeveritis still difficult to produce thin-film wafers with
low defect density. For this thesis, the circuits were fabricated using the
UCL 2 um FD SOI CMOStechnology with ‘SmartCut’ UNIBOND
wafers (compatible with bulk Si CMOS processes), having a buried oxide
layer of 400 nm,a Si substrate of 80 nm silicon, 31 nm for gate oxide and
a Vro = 0.4 V [6.36]. UNIBONDwafers use two wafers, one of which has
hydrogen ions implanted to and thermally grown Si0creates the dielectric
layer. This first wafer is then bonded at room temperature to another
wafer. The wafers are then heat treated in a first phase to 400 to 600 °C to
form a thin monocrystal layer in the second wafer above the BOX. A
second heat treatment, > 1000 2a strengthens the chemical bonds. Finally
the wafer is cut and chemo-mechanically polished to give the necessary
surface.
6.6.5 Modelling SOI
There are a numberofdifferent modelling approaches for the simulation of
thin film FD SOI CMOScircuits. However, as discussed, below for low
voltage/low power analogue designs it is essential that we have a
continuous model valid from weak through moderate and to strong
inversion. This makes many models inadequate and unreliable for
analogue designs.
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6.6.6  2n/Ip design process
When considering modelling SOI devices we need to start by thinking
about whatare the important performance parameters. The g»)/Ip ratio is a
very important performance parameter for the design of analogue circuits.
Fundamental elements of an analoguecircuit, i.e; gain and bandwidth, are
strongly related to (g»/Ip). This is shown in the very simple single
transistor circuit of figure 6.7. When a gm and Ip have been derived from
the circuit specification, a device aspect ratio (W/L) is unambiguously
determined from the g/Ip vs Ip/(W/L) curve for a chosen transistortype.
 
Ip
O | Te, Vout
   
Figure 6.7, Simple CMOSgaincircuit.
For the circuit shown in figure 6.7, the open-loop gain (Ayo) and the
transition frequency(/;) in termsofg,/Ip are,
LalA, =—Sny, where, g,,=—
Ip V, (6.32)
f — 8mfy‘1, 2aC,
6.6.7 2m/Ip comparisonfor FD-SOI and Si bulk
The g,,/Ip parameter cannotonly be used to design FD SOIcircuits but can
also be used to compare FD SOIand Si bulk technologies at a design level.
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Figure 6.8 shows the comparison of g»/Ip for similar FD SOI and Si bulk
transistors. The increase in 2»/Ip for FD SOI occurs in the weak inversion
operating region because of the body effect coefficient. Therefore for
micropowerdesigns, the near optimum value of the body coefficient ofFD
SOI devices, discussed in section 6.6.2 allows gy/Ip values of 35 v!
compared to only 25 V"! for Si bulk devices [6.37]. This is to be expected
from the rearrangementof (6.18) which yields,
 
Ip nur (6.33)
The g,/I[p parameter is fundamental in showing the advantage of FD SOI
technology over Si Bulk for an analogue circuit operating with
micropower. For example for an OTA operating in weak inversion, the
use of FD SOI devices has been shown to simultaneously increase gain
and decrease DC powerdissipation by ~ 40 %, whilst also the bandwidth
can be increased for a given gain andarea [6.37]
6.6.8 EKV
The normalized transconductance-to-current ratio is a coherent
characteristic that can be used in static, dynamic and noise models. To
utilise g,/Ip in modelling it is important to have an analytical model for
devices that provides a continuous representation in all regions of
inversion from strong inversion down through moderate inversion and
right down to weak inversion device operation. This would be very
important when designing and exploiting the power consumption
advantages of operating down in the weak inversion region. Examples of
such continuous models are EKV [6.7] and the ACM model. Forthis
research the EKV model was used. Figure 6.9 shows the drain current
characteristics for all regions of an NMOS modelled by the EKV model.
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Figure 6.8, 27/Ip vs Ip/(W/L) curvesfor Bulk PMOS, NMOSand SOI
PMOS, NMOSusing EKV model[6.29].
The EPFL-EKV MOSFET model is a scalable and compact simulation
modelbuilt on fundamental physical properties ofthe MOSstructure[6.7].
This modelis particularly useful in the design of low-voltage, low-current
analogue, and mixed analogue-digital circuits using submicron CMOS
technology. The modelis also available in some SPICE packages which
all together make it a highly desirable choice for the application that is
discussed, designed and simulated in this thesis.
The EKV model gives,
1 1- elViC)Bq Tp=enU, AIC
(6.34)
I .IC =—2—,__ with B= uC, WV2nBU; L
where is the linearized body factor, Ur is the thermal voltage, JC is the
inversion coefficient, is the effective mobility, C,, the gate oxide
capacitance per unit area. /C determinesthe region of operation, /C = | at
the weak-stronginversiontransition, (JC < 1 w.i. & IC > 1 s.i.).
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Figure 6.9, EKV modelofdrain current versusgate voltage for
an Si bulk NMOS, V79= 0.6 V, L=6 um, W=35 pm.
Equation (6.34) simplifies to standard weak and strong inversion
transconductance equations.
In weak inversion, when JC << 1,
(6.35) 
In strong inversion, when JC >> 1,
x=42H (6.36)
Although the EKV model was developed for Si bulk MOSFETs[6.7], it
has been successfully extended to FD SOI MOSFETS. This has been
possible because the gate-to-substrate coupling, which controls the
subthreshold swing in weak inversion and the body factor in strong
inversion,(i.e. ‘n’ factor discussedearlier), is given a single parameter ‘n’,
as also presented previously in this thesis [6.29]. Figure 6.8 shows that
good agreement has been achieved between measured and modelled g;,/Ip
characteristics for both Si bulk and FD SOI.
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6.6.9 EKVnoise
The present version of the EKV model has “limited resources” for
describing noise. Thus the modelling of noise is generally considered to
be oversimplified compared to the theoretical and unified models given
above andin particular does not support shot noise as discussed in 6.5. For
our simplified simulations flicker noise is given by the simple empirical
model,
 I = Af (6.37)
Where KF is the flicker noise coefficient, and AF is the flicker noise
exponent. KF and AF are empirically derived according to the process,
(AF = 1, KF = 1x10’ for Si bulk NMOS, KF = 1x10” for Si bulk
PMOS,KF = 7.5x107” for FDSOI NMOSand KF = 5x10°* for FDSOI,
PMOS).
The thermal noise is modelled as in (6.21) by,
oe 4kTAf (6.38)
Comparison of FD SOI versus Si bulk noise: Using the EKV noise
model it can be seen that, as in section 6.5.2, if we consider the channel
resistance as 3/2(1/ g) we again get (6.22),
"2 3i, =ge (6.39)
From (6.18) it is known g,, < 1/n. Therefore the reduction in ‘n’ improves
the thermal noise in Si bulk over FDSOL.
For I/f noise the carrier concentration increases in FD SOI due to
confinement of the silicon layer which has been shown to increase 1/f
noise in thin film FD SOI devices compared to Si bulk devices [6.38]. As
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the body thickness of FD SOI devices decreases the 1/fnoise will increase
because of the enhanced carrier concentration.
Howeverin manycircuits, because the noise is referred back to the input,
the reduction in the increase in (g»/Ip) affects the transfer function for the
noise back to the input and therefore, despite the device level increase in
(1/f) noise, even at low frequencies, there is often a reduction in the input
equivalent noise for FD SOI comparedto Si bulk circuits.
6.7 Conclusion
This chapter concentrated on the knowledge required for the design of
specific hearing aid circuits and systems before we move onto the
developmentandanalysis of the circuits and systemsin chapter7.
At the end of chapter 5 it was concluded that the best hardware approach
for hearing aid circuits and systems would be a hybrid analogue/digital
approach with a VLSI technology. Chapter 6 therefore concentrates on
researching technology to develop a hybrid frequency feature extraction
system using the Lyon and Mead model of the cochlea. This research also
concentrates on meeting the requirementsof the specification discussed in
chapter 4. Specifically we concentrate on low power, small silicon area
and low noise circuits. Hence chapter 6 discusses low power analogue
CMOScircuit design and identifies the need to minimise the ratio of the
supply voltage and signal peak to peak voltage, as well as minimising the
SNR. There are also practical limits to the amount the power consumption
which be reduced. These limits are controlled by the intrinsic noise,
limiting bias currents and reducing parasitic capacitance. Finally
minimum power consumption for capacitive loads is shown to be achieved
when gm/Ip is maximised. Therefore chapter 6 continues by discussing the
operation of CMOStransistors in weak inversion in order to maximisethe
2Zm/Ip and operate with low voltage and low current. Next chapter 6
discussed the intrinsic noise within CMOStransistors because of its
influence on minimising power consumption in analogue CMOScircuits.
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Silicon—on—insulator (SOD) has been identified as a possible technology for
hybrid CMOShearing aid circuits and systems. Chapter 6 discusses the
technology and the advantages and disadvantages of SOI technology
comparedto traditional Si bulk technology.
Finally chapter 6 looks at the ways in which SOI and Si bulk CMOS
technologies can be modelledin all inversion region of transistor operation
and including the influence ofnoise.
The knowledge from this chapter has then been used in the development
and analysis of circuits designed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
7 ANALOGUE FILTER IMPLEMENTATION IN CMOS
7.1 Introduction
Following the discussion of CMOStechnology design and modelling in
chapter 6 the thesis can now discuss the development and analysis of a
specific circuit for a hearing aid system. The development concentrates on
a circuit for a frequency feature extraction system based on the Lyon &
Mead model ofthe cochlea, as introduced in chapter 5.
The frequency feature extraction system requires the development of
analogue CMOSfilters. These filters require variable cut-off frequencies
and variable gains. A cascade of these analogue filters can then be formed
into a hybrid analogue/digital frequency feature extraction system which
divides the input signal into different frequency taps which in turn can be
processed by subsequentdigital style circuits and systems.
In this chapter the filters are designed, modelled and developed using an
operational transconductance amplifier, OTA. This design is used to
highlight the differences between a FD SOIand Si bulk CMOStechnology
circuit implementation. The development of the circuits concentrates on
improvingthelinearity ofthe filters to improve the dynamic range of the
filters.
7.2 Operational Transconductance Amplifier
MOSFETdevicesare inherently transconductance devices therefore VLSI
analoguefilters are constructed from transconductance stages (gm stages)
in conjunction with capacitances. Gmn-C filters, as they are known, have a
distinct advantage over other possible analogue filter implementations
because it is easy to adjust and externally control their characteristics
through adjustmentofthe g,, stages [7.1]. The fundamental building block
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of a VLSI analogue filter is the operational transconductance amplifier
(OTA). Figure 7.1 shows an OTA circuit symbol and the ideal small
signal equivalent circuit. The model (which considers ideal input and
output impedances, equal to infinity) shows the OTA has a gain from the
differential voltage input to the current output, (i.e. transconductance, gm).
A basic OTA consisting of just 6 transistors (4 NMOSFETs and 2
PMOSFETs) as shown in figure 7.2. The transconductance gain is well
controlled and limited by the bias current, 7, making the device easy and
simple to adjust through a current control.
 
 
 
a
e + Ip
&m
ye _
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Figure 7.1, OTA (a) Symbol, (b) Ideal Small Signal Equivalent Circuit.
Ashighlighted in depth later, in weak inversion, the transconductance, 2m,
is assumedto be proportional to the bias current /;. Therefore,
8, =H, (7.1)
For MOSFETsfunctioning in weak inversion, the proportionality constant
h is independent of the J, thus obtaining a linear dependence of the
transconductance. However, h is dependant on temperature and the body
factor, n, but independent of device dimensions.
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The control of the bias current (/;) is an essential part of the analogue filter
circuit design. There are many techniques which are using MOSFETsfor
creating a current proportional to a given voltage; implementing one of
them makesit easy to control the g,,, with an input voltage level. Figure
7.2 shows the basic circuit for a tuneable transconductance amplifier.
Under quiescent conditions, Viz = 0 V, the two currents Jz; & Ig add up to
Ie,
1,=1, #lz (7.2)
The current mirror operates so that Jp3, which equals Jp;, is mirrored at [p,.
Hence lout =0 A, since |Lar| = \La2| _ a3| = |Ta4|.
With a differential input Vjz that causes Vgs;>VGs2 then Ip; is increased by
Al and Ip? is decreased by AJ. The increase in Jp; causes a similar increase
in Ip; which is mirrored at Jp4. In order to balance the current increase at
Ip4 and decreaseat Jp2, then ij,, becomes 2A/ and vo, is increased.
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 7.2, Tuneable Transconductance Amplifier CMOScircuit.
Figure 7.3 shows the DC transfer characteristics and transconductance of
the OTA shown in figure 7.2 with tuneable g,, via variations in the bias
current J;. The simulation was carried out using 2 pm Si bulk devices
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modelled by the EKV model in Hspice. The transfer characteristic of Vig
to [out is taken to be linear for a small region around Vig=0 V. Taking this
assumption, the compression of Vig to Jour is proportional to Jp.
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Figure 7.3, Simulation results for voltage to current
compression controlled by bias current /,.
7.3 Large Signal Analysis
For the transistors operating in weak inversion, the basic OTA has a
transfer characteristic given by,
_ (vid+ — Vid- )| satha e) (7.3)
where 7 is the body factor and Ur = kT/q is the thermalvoltage.
7.3.1 Common mode range and minimum supply voltage
The constraining factor for the supply voltage is the subthreshold
saturation drain-source voltage for each transistor and the gate-source
voltages required for the maximum current in the diode-connected
transistors. As discussed in chapter 6 the saturation drain-source voltage,
Vassat, for a subthreshold operating transistor is approximately 100 mV.
The inputs must be contrained between V; + Vp + (nVassay) for the input to
the groundside,(tail), of the OTA and Vag — Vassar at the input to Vag, (top),
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of the OTA, where V; is the voltage across the bias transistor M5. For a
typical value of V, = 0.8 V and Vag, Vss = 2.5 V, -2.5 V this gives a
common modeinput voltage level of between —1.6 V and 2.4 V.
7.4 Small Signal analysis
To carry out a small signal analysis we use the equivalent circuit shown in
figure 7.4 and place a 10 pf capacitor at the output. This acts as an
appropriate capacitive load C;, and also simplifies the analysis. M5 and
M6shown in figure 7.2 were replaced with a simple current source. This
simplification enabled Y to be taken as a virtual ground point because for
small signal analysis the sum of the changes in Jp; and Jp? at node Y is
zero. Figure 7.5 shows the simple small signal equivalent circuit and
figure 7.6 shows the equivalent circuit with the load and parasitic
capacitances included.
 
 
 
  
Figure 7.4, Parasitic Capacitances ofOTA with differential input signal, (see (7.4)).
Cy = Nya + Cam + Cans + Cos3 + Cosa
Cy = Cggo + Capo + Capa + C1 (7.4)
C3 = Coaa
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Figure 7.5, Small Signal equivalent circuit for an OTA.
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Figure 7.6, Small Signal equivalent circuit for an OTA including
capacitances(see (7.4)).
From small signal analysis the current at Y must equal the bias current J/;,
so a small increase in the current through M1, A/, caused by an increase in
Via is balanced by a reduction in the current through M2 by A/. Hence at
the output the small signal change in current is 24/. Thus the
transconductanceofthe differential amplifier is given by,
oloutWy,  2AD AL A 15)Sno Oy, AVyg AV[2 Vo” |
So the tranconductance of the differential amplifier is given by the
transconductanceofthe simple transistor M1 or M2. Similarly from (6.18)
the transconductance of the OTA can be calculated to be the same as the
transconductanceofa single transistor,
g ans out _ I,
mOTA a V4 Qn U,. (7.6)
and if Vig= OV then Iz; = 42 = J;/2, therefore,
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Ln== 7.7§mOTA nU;, Em ( )
The output resistance of the differential amplifier is given from the drain
source resistance ofM2 and M4.
1out (7.8)
8as2 + Sasa
Therefore the open loop voltage gain is given by,
A, = Vout at dou Rout = Emi (7.9)
Vin Vin §as2 + Sasa
Since ga, is inversely proportional to Z of the transistors, the gain is
inversely proportional to the sum of the lengths of M2 & M4.
From figure 7.6 the transfer function can be derived as shown in appendix
B, where the C; value can be ignored dueto its negligible size.
 ae)A. = —Sm 28.3) (7.10)
"Saat Sara Cac sC, )
§ m3 Sart Sasa
Appendix B also showsthe poles and zerosare,
p, = _ Sart Sas ms _ Sart Sas
C, Cc,
a _ &m3PoC, (7.11)
z=-- 22 m3
C,
Pi <P, <2
Thusthe circuit has the dominantpole p; occurring at the output node and
the zero is double the non-dominant pole p2 in the middle of the current
mirror.
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Hence the circuit bandwidth can be approximated from the transition
frequency/; by;
1———— 7.12f QTR nC1 ide)‘out
and the gain bandwidth product (GBW):
GBW =g,R,,—-—=—-&" (7.13)2AR,,C,  2aC,‘out
7.55 FD SOI/ Si bulk OTA Design, Fabrication and Testing
To enable comparison of Si bulk transistor technology OTAcircuits and
FD SOItransistor technology OTAcircuits it was necessary to design and
simulate physical layouts of the simple OTA shown in fig. 7.2. The
circuits were designed and laid out using the Cadence” design software.
Figure 7.7 shows a Cadence® design created for a typical Si bulk transistor
technology OTA circuit. To link with the Cadence® designs the circuits
were simulated with HSPICE using EKV models introduced in section
6.6.8, with 2 um FD SOItransistors and for comparison, 0.5 pm Si bulk
transistors.
 
Vdd   
     
w=1.5u
b1.6u
“pmos3"’
"pmos3""
14.5u
 subvdd!> Vout
 
  
 
 Vss   
Figure 7.7, Cadence® design created for a typical Si bulk transistor technology OTA circuit.
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For the comparison of Si bulk and FD SOItransistor technology OTA
circuits the simple OTA shown in fig. 7.2 was used with the transistors
sized to maintain minimumsilicon area. The circuit was initially designed
using the g»/Ip methodology [7.2], with the specification of bandwidth
greater than 20 kHz, low bias current J;, (i.e. 25 nA and tuneable for a
range approximately from | nA to 100 nA), and minimum supply voltage
of+1 V. In the subthreshold region, the transconductance is independent
of transistor dimensions; however to reduce noise and transistor
dimensional mis-match, much larger than minimum transistor dimensions
were chosen. Table 7-1 showsthe transistor dimensions that were chosen.
Table 7-1, Parameters for basic OTA,(see figure 7.2).
 
 
 
    
Parameter Value
War, Wu 100 um
LuLuz 6 ym
Wa, Waa 25 um
Lua, Liv 6 um
Ws, Wu 25 ym
Lis, Live 6 um
; I, 25 nA
Vag 1.5V
Vs —-1.5V
Vic OV
In orderto justify the EKV model simulation results for FD SOI a physical
FD SOI technology OTA was fabricated. The physical circuit was
designed with the parameters in table 7-1. The design, fabrication and
testing of a FD SOItransistor technology OTA circuit was one of the
major achievementsof this thesis. The fabrication was carried out by the
author using the 2 um FD SOI CMOStechnology available at the UCL,
Catholic University in Leuven-la-Neuve, Belgium; “SmartCut’ UNIBOND
wafers (compatible with bulk Si CMOSprocesses), with a buried oxide
layer of 400 nm,a Si substrate of 80 nm silicon, 31 nm for the gate oxide
and a Vro = 0.4 V were used [7.3]. Figure 7.8 showsa basic copy of the 2
um FD SOItechnology OTAcircuit that was fabricated.
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Figure
UCL,
7.8, Basic copy of a 2 um FD SOItechnology OTAcircuit fabricated at
Catholic University in Leuven-la-Neuve, Belgium, based on thecircuit
shown in fig. 7.2 and parameter given in table 7.2
Figure 7.9 shows a comparison of simulated and experimental
transconductance for FD SOI. The noise which appears for the
experimental OTAis believed to be caused by a poor circuit contact
whilst the offsets are a result of dimensional mismatch in the differential
pair as a result of fabrication. Figure 7.9 provides a good validation of the
EKV model for FD SOI in termsofthe transconductance.
 
 
—s— FDSOI OTA1, Experimental
—o-— FDSOI OTA2, Experimental  
     
1.0 Sg |__—6— FDSOI OTA,Simulated
oO anomyE gi)mM 0.8-4- tf -o4 1 —
5 a | \\8 o.A | aeCc \ a£ a! A3 06 ® i \\° is oF -5 ? A3 ? t\Cc oO 9© 04-4 j az \: >
Bo o6U«téss o% 92 a® {| \Se£ 027 Ty O5 ae Q
z 410 a
a
0.0 | Z x y : | fl ry- T ¥ qT qT = T qT od 1-300.0m  -200.0m ~—--100.0m 0.0 100.0m  200.0m —-300.0m
Differential Input Voltage, V,, (V)  
Figure 7.9, Simulated and experimental characteristics ofthe FD SOI
OTAdescribed in fig. 7.2 and table 7-1.
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The increased value of g,/Ip for FD SOI devices, discussed in section
6.6.2, can be seen in figure 7.10 to improve the bandwidth that can be
achieved for a particular bias current. Hence it shows the power
consumption required for a particular bandwidth will be reduced for a FD
SOI OTAas compared to a SI bulk OTA.
 
—O— FD SOI OTA
—e*— Sj bulk OTA —4— Gain in Bandwidth
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h
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Bias Current, /, (A)
   
Figure 7.10, Comparison ofbandwidth versusbias current, (as a measure
ofpowerdissipation), for an Si bulk and FD SOIbasic OTA.
7.6 Noise equivalent Circuit for an OTA
For a single transistor the total output-noise current is found by summing
each contribution to get,
2i, =iy thy (7.14)
Since the equivalent output-noise current will be expressed in terms of an
equivalent input-noise potential, we use,
2 2 2lig = Bm Seq (7.15)
to give,
i? iy,e,) =the +Ae (7.16)
8m Sm
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Using equations (6.39) and (6.40),
e, =(er2}{25| (viJHz) (7.17)" VQ CLS,f8m
 
Figure 7.11a shows the basic OTA circuit with noise equivalent sources
for each transistor. We can combine the noise sources of each transistor
into an overall noise equivalent input for the OTA as shown in figure
7.11b to get,
2
2 2 2 m 2 2
CegOTA = ent Fen? {tn lens Feng ] (7.18)
ml
where we assume 2mj = 2m2 and 2mz = Zm4. We can also assume @nj = €n2
and €n3 = €n4 so that,
2
Cactite, = 2e, + 26,82 (7.19)
Emi
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Figure 7.11, (a) Noise model ofOTA with equivalent noise sources for each
transistor. (b) Overall Equivalent noise model for OTA.
7.7 Linearity
The major limitation of OTAsis the restrictive differential input voltage
swing around Viqg= 0 V. The assumption that g,, remains constant limits
the small signal input that can be taken before the OTA causes significant
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distortion in the output signal. As a measure of the linear operating range
the differential input voltage range that results in a maximum of 1%
change in the transconductance is taken. The distortion at the output can
be analysed by carrying out a Taylor expansion on the tanh relationship
(7.3).
 3 5 7Jew _ tanhy =x -2 4+22-1 Haase (7.20)I; 3 15 315
where,
xa id (7.21)
2nUy
Equation (7.20) showsthat at x = | the output has cubic distortion of 33%,
fifth harmonic distortion of 13% and seventh harmonic distortion of 5%
whereas at x = 0.5 the output has cubic distortion of 4%, fifth harmonic
distortion of 0.4% and seventh harmonic distortion of 0.0004%.
7.8 OTAin analoguefilters
For the hearing aid structure presented in chapter 2 a feature extraction
stage, modelled on the cochlear, typically requires a cascade of low pass
filters [7.4].
7.8.1 First Order structure
First order filter structure can readily be built using OTAs. The simplest
and typical first-order low pass Gm-C filter is shown in figure 7.12 and
consists of an OTA with a closed loop connection and a single capacitor to
create, at low frequencies a unity gain, but at high frequencies the circuit
acts as a lossy integrator. The filter has an adjustable cut-off frequency
(adjustable pole location) through the transconductance and/or capacitance,
but does not have adjustable gain. The transfer function forthe filteris,
V,out 1
V, stlin
 (7.22)
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The pole is at s = —g,,/C determining the 3 dB cut-off frequency to be
given by,
Q, =a (7.23)
Beyondthe cut-off frequency the response declines at approximately 6 dB
per octave.
 
   
Figure 7.12, First-order low-passfilter,
or follower integrator circuit using a
single OTA. Thebias current controls
the cut-off frequencyofthefilter.
Whendesigning a cascadeof filter structures, it may be the case that the
input impedanceto each stage is not ideally infinite. If this is the case a
unity gain buffer may be required. The input to figure 7.12 is assumed to
be ideally infinite.
7.8.2 Second orderfilter structure
Second order filter structures are often more desirable because of the
manner in which the filter characteristics can be adjusted. Second order
filter structures also find direct application in the design of higher order
filter structures. A simple second order structure using a cascade of two
follower integrators shownin figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13, Second order G,,-C filter using two OTAs.
     
Table 7-2, Transfer functions for Second order G,,-Cfilter structure shown in figure 7.13.
 
 
  
    
Circuit Input Transfer function @o Q
Type Condition Resonant Quality
Frequency Factor
Lowpass Vin = Va Zn Em c,
Vp=V.<Gnd 8CiC2t8C8n + 8m | VO C,
Bandpass Vin = Vo sC,gn Zn G,
Va= V.= Gnd vC.G, +sCig,, +g, CC, C
Highpass Vin = Ve SCC, Zn ic
2
Vi= Vi= Gnd sC,C, $SO\B, Tox ACC; C,    
Thestructure is very useful because by adjusting the specific excitations at
V,, V, or V~ the transfer response can be either low-pass, high-pass or
bandpass as listed in table 7-2. By using gm: = {m2 = Qm the circuits
behave as adjustable wo circuits with a contants Q-factor given by fixed
poles(i.e. fixed along the jw axis) and set by the capacitor ratio, 0 =
V(CYC)).
Asdiscussed early in chapter 2 the outer hairs cells of the cochlear have an
active effect and actually add energy to the system by providing active
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gain. In terms of a hearing aid active and adjustable gain is highly
desirable for hearing compensation and compression and could also be
used as an important feature for noise cancellation. In terms of an
analogue filter cascade modelling the cochlear, it is necessary to have
second-order filters with an adjustable Q-factor so that an underdamped
response can provide a resonant peak as illustrated in figure 7.14. The
combination of small resonant peaks from individual filter channels in the
cascade produces a wider large composite “pseudoresonance” which more
closely matches the natural cochlear than a single underdamped resonant
gain responseofa signal channel.
 
 
  
  
 
   
Ly+
q OTAs
IVp, t h
D | Vout
+_OTAe p—()
C C   
Figure 7.14, Second order low passfilter structure with controllable Q.
A second order filter that has been widely used for analogue filters is
shownin figure 7.14 and hasa transfer function
 
H(s)= (s)oo (7.24)Vis) 143/407Q
where t = C/o, O=oa and a= go/(2g)),
and where g; = Zmor4i = Zmora2 and Zo = Smora3-
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This is based on the previous second order filter containing two cascaded
follower integrators with the addition of another amplifier. The third
amplifier creates an underdamped response (about gain) which can be used
to better model the active operation of the cochlear [7.4]. The third
amplifier allows the Q factor to be controlled by the transconductance of
 
this amplifier.
Gain (dB) a22 &moTa3
20 7 "2G Biora ® Eon
 
  -40 T T
0 1 10
W/W 
Figure 7.15, Gain magnitude responsefor second order low passfilter,
with controllable Q,figure 7.14, for various valuesofa,.
If Q is less than 0.707 the response has a purely low-pass characteristic
where as if Q is greater then 0.707 the response is underdamped with a
resonant peak. The height of this peak increases and its width decreases as
Q further increases until the system becomesunstable.
Equation (7.24) has twocriteria for the stability of small signals, when 0 =
0, ie. a; = 1, and for large signals [7.5]. The large signal stability limit has
been derived using a piecewise linear approach [7.6] which corresponds to
O = 2.63 or a,= 0.809. The stability is summarizedas,
0<a,<0.809 unconditionally stable.
0.809 <a,<1 small-signal stable, large signal unstable.
O,>1 unstable.
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Since it would not be possible to guarantee the input would remain a small
signal it seems prudentto ensurestability for large and small signals.
In order to achieve a high Q in the secondorderfilter structure as shownin
figure 7.14 it is required that go is almost twice as large as g, However
increasing the transconductance of the feedback amplifier results in an
increase in the bias current required for the amplifier, J,g, from equ. (6.18).
This increase in bias current can cause problems because it can cause the
filter to become large-scale unstable when a, > 0.809 or from (7.24 & 6.18)
when Jpg > 1.62/5. This instability can be avoided by increasing the linear
range of the forward feeding amplifier more than the feedback amplifier.
It is apparent that the ratio of feed forward amplifier linear range to
feedback amplifier linear range mustbeat least 2/1.62 = 1.23 [7.5].
7.8.3 Dynamic range
The fundamental goal of designing an appropriate analogue filter for
hearing aid application comes down to creating a low powerfilter with a
large enough dynamicrange.
When wetalk about dynamic range we fundamentally want ourcircuit to
be able to operate successfully with input signals with as large an
amplitude as possible andalso to be able to successfully transform as small
a signal as possible. To this end the upper limit of the dynamic range is
controlled by the amplitude of the input signal that does not cause too
muchdistortion in the output signal and the lowerlimit is controlled by the
intrinsic noise of the circuit. That is, the input signal must be suitably
larger than the inferred equivalent noise input that appears at the input so
that the output signal can easily be distinguished between whatis actually
a transformed input signal and whatis simply noise created by the devices
in the circuits by their very nature.
In circuits such asthefilter structure using OTAs, as discussed above, the
upper limit of dynamic range is controlled by the linearity of the OTAs
[7.7]. This is because the OTAis for large signals, a non-linear, device
which is taken to be linear for small signal inputs. Hence if the input
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signal becomes too large the OTA moves away from the pseudo-linear
operation to an increasing non-linear operation which results in the
distortion of output signals. For ease of development of the OTA we
assumed that better linearity directly equates to an improvement in the
upper limit of the dynamic range ofa filter structure. This is broadly true;
however, as discussed later, the linearity of specific OTAs within a filter
structure effect the operation ofthe filter in different ways.
7.8.4 Linearity
As mentioned above in order to develop the analogue filter design the
basic challenge was to improve the linearity of OTA building blocks
within the filter structures. This is an idea that has been used to develop
this type of cochlear filter before. However weare introducing the OTA
building blocks built with FD SOI devices for the reasons discussed in
chapter 6. Therefore the new challenge has been to develop and improve
the linearity of an FD SOI OTAcircuit.
As device sizes, supply voltages and power consumption have been
continuously scaled down the challenge of keeping linearity with a
reasonable input signal level has been recognised as having particular
importance. We have previously discussed that operating the OTA in
weak inversion has been shown to have particular advantages for supply
voltage and power consumption scaling. Several circuit techniques have
been proposedin literature to improve the linearity of subthreshold CMOS
OTAs. These techniques include using cross coupled differential pairs
[7.8], adaptive biasing [7.9], source degradation [7.10] and bump
linearization [7.11]. All these techniques aim to improvethe linearity of
the subthreshold ‘tanh’ expression previously given in (7.3). There are
two waysthat all these techniques basically achieve improvedlinearity of
the OTA. In order to produce a reasonable linear conversion over as wide
an input voltage range as possible g,, must be approximately constant for
as wide a range as possible. Firstly an improvement in linearity can be
achieved by eliminating non-linearities in the voltage-to-current
characteristics which cause g» to be non-constant. Secondly a reduced
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value of g,, results in the variation of /,.; occurring over a wider range of
Vig and thusthereis a better linear approximation.
Figure 7.16 shows an OTA with two asymmetric differential pairs. Each
pair of transistors is unequally sized by the samerelative width-to-length
ratio (m), so transistors M, and M2are ratio ofm scaled size oftransistors
to Mm. The two sets of transistors are then connected to form a cross-
coupled differential pair. By having an asymmetric pair that have an equal
but opposite size ratio the maximum transconductances for each pair have
offset voltages around Vig = 0 V that are equal but opposite in magnitude
as can be seen in figure 7.16. Taking the overall transocnductance of both
transistor pairs equates to the sum of the two offset transconductancesat a
particular Viz. By selecting an appropriate ratio for the differential pairs
the overall transconductance has a flattened peak around Viq= 0 V. Using
the first derivative to give the transconductance and setting the second
derivative ofg», to zero we can find the maximum linearity is given by m=
2 + v3. The technique has been shown to increase the linearity
approximately 4 fold [7.8].
 
 
 
 
 
 
1/2 1,/2   
Figure 7.16, Asymmetric differential pairs with commonratio m:1, for the
linearization of an OTA.
Source degradation: Figure 7.17 shows four different techniques that all
use source degradation to improve linearity. The idea of source
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degradation (SD) is to reduce the current flowing through the differential
pair, therefore reducing the transconductance and hence increasing
linearity. The simplest and most widely known techniqueis to include a
resistor between the two arms of a differential pair as shown in figure
7.17a. This technique effectively reduces current in the differential pair
M, & Mbpbyreducing the differential input voltage in equation (6.18) by
IouRsp. This then reduces the OTA transconductance g», so that it is given
by,
, g=—o"__ 7.258m =F +2,Re (7.25)
where g,, is the transconductaneofthe differential pair M; & Mz (Mi & M2
being matched).
From equation (7.25) when Rsp >> 1/gm then gm is significantly reduced
and high linearity can thus be obtained. The disadvantage of this
technique is the large resistor value required and the restriction the
technique places on the size of g,, to achieve high linearity. In order for
this technique to achieve a higher g,, value, g,, must be increased which in
turn requires a higher power consumption.
Figure 7.17b shows the second technique which also uses source
degradation with a transistor to act as a single diffuser [7.9] rather than a
resistor. The same technique has been described for above threshold
operation in [7.9] and [7.8] for subthreshold. The conductivity of the
diffuser is set by the width-to-length ratio compared M; & M2, m, and by
the Vas of the transistor. The best linearity is achieved by m = 0.25. This
results in an eight fold increase in linearity; however the common-mode
input voltage to the circuit must be around V¢s.
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Figure 7.17, Differential pair and four different source degradation techniques
for the linearization of an OTA; a) Single resistor diffuser; b) single transistor
diffuser; c) symmetric transistor diffusers; d) diode connected series transistors.
The third technique uses a symmetric pair of diffusers, again with a width-
to-length ratio compared to M; & Mb, of m, as shownin figure 7.17c. The
maximum linearity is achieved when m = 0.5 [7.8]. This technique has the
advantage over the simple resistor that when the amplitude of either input
signal rises the corresponding diffusion transistor becomes more biased
and synthesised resistance is reduced. This allows the drop in g, caused
by the source degradationresistance to be reduced and hence higher g», is
possible. This technique has been shown to increase the linearity by
approximately four times [7.8].
Figure 7.17d shows the OTA differential pair including a diode connected
source degradation transistor in each arm. The diode connected source
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degradation transistor, Mlsp & M2sp, increases the voltage at the source
of the input differential pair transistors which therefore decreases the drain
current. The source degradation diode connected transistor has the effect
of reducing the tranconductance by increasing the effective body effect
coefficient, 7., so that in (6.18) if = n, it becomes,
je: Ny (no SD diodes) (7.26)
(ny +1”)  (SDdiodes)
where 7p is the body effect coefficient for the technology. For typical n
values we expect the linear range for Si bulk to be increased bya factor of
2.5, whilst for FD SOIthelinear range will be increased by factor of 2.1.
The linearity can theoretically be further increased by adding a further
diode connected transistor in series thereby further decreasing the drain
current of the differential pair for a certain Vig input. This increase in
linearity has to be balanced with an increase in the minimum supply
voltage and decrease in the common-mode operating range because the
addition of the source degradation transistors adds an additional series
voltage drop between the differential pair and the bias current transistor
along with therelative increase in the body effect coefficient. There is also
an increase in thermal intrinsic noise. For the simple OTA shown in figure
7.2 the typical common modeinput voltage range was -0.6 V to 1.4 V.
Table 7-3 shows how an increasing number of source degradation diodes
affects the common mode input voltage range and shows there is an
effective limit of two SD diodesin series for a supply voltage of + 1.5 V
and a limit of one SD diode for + 1 V.
Table 7-3, Effect of differing numbers of Source Degradationtransistors on
Common Modeinput Voltage andthe effect on linearity.
 Numberof Approximate Factor Common modeinput
SD diodes Increase in linear range (Si voltage range
bulk, FD SOD)
0 il 0.6 Vto14V
1 2S 0.35 V to 1.4 V
Z 4.1, 3.5 —0.06 V to 1.4 V
3 = 1.64 V to 1.4 V (ie. not
possible)     
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Bumplinearization: The next technique for improving the linearity is
bump linearization. The bump linearization technique widens the linear
range by eliminating some of the non-linearity in the tanh function given
by (7.3). The technique uses the addition of a simple current correlator to
the circuit. This comprises of the addition of two transistors connected in
series to form a central arm between the two armsofthe differential pair.
With the pair of middle transistors connected to the differential +ve and —
ve voltage input the current through the transistors has a bump-shaped
function. By controlling the W/L ratio of the central ‘bump’transistors we
can control the characteristic shape of the ‘bump’ current. Finally by
connecting the bumptransistors to the current source J; the bump transistor
path takes a ‘bump’ current away from the ‘tanh’-like current function of
the differential pair outer arm current paths. Using the correct W/L ratio
the bumpcurrent acts to flatten and linearize the region of the differential
output current function around the Viz=0 V.
The bumptransistors have no detrimental effect on the power consumption
or supply voltage required since they only add twotransistors in series,
which is equivalent to the transistors in the outer arms, and all the current
in the outer arms and central bumptransistor sumsto Jj.
Taking S to be the parameter of the ratio of the outer and middle transistor
dimensions we can compute the bumpcurrentto be given by,
I,
a14+ cosh? fa
2nU (7.27)
S a W/Lsump
W/Eaa (7.28)
From equation (7.27) the effect of the bumptransistors on the overall OTA
output current can be computed to be given by,
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V,[, tanh sede
2nU,
1+oyaf4 2nU,
out
(7.29)
For S = 0 we can see this reduces to (7.3). Delbriick [7.11] gives details
that show the value we need for the maximally linear response is produced
whenthe value ofS = 2.
Wecan seethe increasein the linear range by doing a Taylor expansion of
(7.3) and (7.29) centred around Vig = 0 V, using S = 2 as the optimum
 
linearcase.
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The transconductance is reduced by 1/3 and the tanh function has a 3rd
harmonic distortion of approximately 8% compared to no 3rd harmonic
distortion in equation (7.30), the linearized function. Also the linearized
function has a 5th harmonic distortion which is much less than the tanh
function.
7.8.5 LinearizedFD SOI tuneable OTA
In order to produce a reasonable linear conversion over as wide an input
voltage range as possible twolinearization techniques have been shown to
be effective for an FD SOI OTAcircuit [7.12] and provide upto a ten fold
increase in linearity. These techniques are source degradation and bump
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linearization. Figure 7.18 shows the linearized OTA that has a source
degradation diode connected transistor in each arm, (MIsp, M2sp) and a
pair of bumpseries connected transistors between the two arms, (M1 pump,
M2bump). The bump transistors’ gates are connected to the gates of the
source degradation diodes, therefore the (Woump/Liump)/(Wsp/Lsp) ratio
controls the bump linearization and allows the smallest possible bump
transistors to be used. This ratio equals 2 to provide the maximum
linearization.
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Figure 7.18, Linearized FD SOI tuneable OTA.
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Figure 7.19, Voltage-to-current characteristics and transconductance of a Si bulk
OTAwith nolinearization; Source degradation linearization and Source degradation
and Bump Linearization.
The circuits including the linearization techniques described above were
simulated with HSPICE using EKV models introduced in section 6.6.8,
with 0.5 ym Si bulk transistors. Figure 7.19 shows how source
degradation reduces the transconductance for a given Vig and therefore
reduces the rate of change of J,,. around Viz = 0 V, therefore improving
linearity. The figure also shows how the addition of source degradation
and bumplinearization reduces the transconductance and also makes the
transconductance closer to a constant value around Viz = 0 V. Again this
results in the J,, verus Vig becomingcloserto linear around Vig = 0 V.
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Figure 7.20, Voltage-to-current characteristics and transconductance
ofthe basic and linearized OTA in Si bulk and FD SOI.
Figure 7.20 shows a comparison of FD SOI and SI bulk OTAs and how
the linearity for each is improved. The body effect coefficient increases gm
for the FD SOI OTA and these results can still be seen comparing the
linearized OTAs.
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Figure 7.21, Normalized tranconductance for Si bulk and FD SOI OTAcircuits.
The improvementin linearity was measured using the linear approximation
as 1% of the normalised transconductane and provides a measure for the
improvement in linearity, table 7-4. Fig. 7.21 shows how the OTA linear
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differential voltage input range is improved for the normalised
transconductance and how FD SOIand Si bulk compare.
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Figure 7.22, Transconductance bandwidth for basic and linearized OTA; using
Si Bulk and FD SOI devices; at different bias currents.
The transconductance bandwidth was measured with a differential voltage
amplitude of 10 mV to be within the 1% linear range for both circuits. Fig.
7.22 shows the FD SOI OTA has larger bandwidth than the Si bulk OTA
and the linearization reduces the transconductance bandwidth by 31% at a
bias current of 5 nA and 4.1% at 200 nA. At 5 nA the bandwidth for the Si
bulk OTA is 5.5 kHz, i.e. below the 20 kHz of audio. However for a
cascade of filters with a range of cut off frequencies spaced on a log scale
this range ofbandwidthsis ideal.
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Table 7-4, Comparision of Si Bulk and FD SOI OTAintermsof; transconductance; 1% Linear
differential voltage input; transconductance bandwidth for J, = 1 nA to 100 nA.
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Figure 7.23, Dependence of transconductance, at V,,;=0 V,on circuit
temperature for Si bulk and FD SOI MOSFETSin basic andlinearized
OTAcircuit, J, = 25 nA.
Temperature simulations were performedfor the circuits in the range 20°C
to 80°C to investigate how the linearity would be affected by heating
within the circuit. The EKV simulations for temperature (fig. 7.23) show
the same linear effect for both FD SOI and Si bulk. The increased
temperature reduces gm, which would effectively increase the linearity.
Therefore we can conclude there is no negative effect caused by
temperature increases within the OTA.
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7.9 Dynamic Rangeof G,,-C filter
The G,,-C filters use the OTA in closed loop configuration. A first-order
low-pass follower integrator filter with transfer function 1/([C/g,,]+1) and
cut-off frequency is given by g,/C was simulated as described in section
7.8.1. The bias current of the OTA controls the cutoff frequency. The
dynamic range is measuredasthe ratio of the intensities of the largest and
smallest inputs the system can tolerate. The upper limit is limited by the
non-linearity causing distortion at the output, while the lower limit is set by
the intrinsic input-referred noise floor.
Total Harmonic Distortion: Typically the upper limit for the dynamic
range of a first order Gm-C filter is strongly related to the linearity of the
OTA. As the OTA is connected in a closed loop we also expect the
distortion to be related to the g,/Ip of the OTA. Thus when measuring the
total harmonic distortion, (THD), at the cut-off frequency the reduced
linearity of the OTA is balanced by an increase in the g,//p when
comparing FD SOI and Si bulk MOSFETS,asseenin table 7-5.
Table 7-5, Input rms voltage that produces 4% THD fora first order
 
   
G,-Cfilter.
Si Bulk FD SOI
Basic OTA 99.0 MVims 134.4 MVims
Linearized OTA 466.7 MVims 438.4 MVims_| 
Noise: The input equivalent noise voltage was simulated with HSpice and
the EKV models for FD SOI and Si bulk devices. The noise is calculated
using the superposition of the flicker and thermal noise for each of the
transistors transformedto the positive differential voltage input of the OTA
as discussed in section 6.5. _If the noise signal is referred back to the
input, the reduction in ‘n’ improves the thermal noise in FD SOI over Si
bulk and the increase in (g»/Ip) lowers the flicker noise in FD SOI
compared to Si bulk for similar transistors. Figure 7.24 showsthe noise
spectrum for FD SOI comparedto Si bulk across the range of frequencies
of interest for the first order Gm-C filter. Flicker noise can be viewed as
producing noise at low frequencies; however at higher frequencies the
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noise is almost exclusively thermal. Based on experimental measurements
previous work onlinearized Si bulk OTAshas indicated higher intrinsic
noise than shown with our simulations [7.9]. For our investigation of
dynamic range, the important result indicated by the simulation is the
lowerintrinsic noise achieved with FD SOI.
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Figure 7.24, Equivalent input voltage noise for a first order G,,-C filter
with a Si bulk and FD SOI MOSFETSbasic andlinearized OTA.
Table 7-6 showsthe dynamic rangefor a first order G,,-C filter constructed
with various OTAs. The dynamic range is quoted in logarithmic units of
decibels (dB) and calculated from the intensity of the ratio of input signal
that produces 4% THD and the rms input inferred noise. The dynamic
range is improvedby thelinearization of the OTA and the improvementin
noise performance increases the dynamic range of the FD SOI circuit
comparedto the Si bulk circuit.
Table 7-6, Dynamic Rangefor a first order G,,-C filter.
 Si Bulk FD SOI
Basic OTA 68.0 dB 72.3 dB
Linearized OTA 76.0 dB 77.2 dB    
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7.10 Conclusion
This chapter discussed the design, modelling, simulation and development
of an analoguefilter with variable cut off frequency and adjustable gain for
a hearing aid frequency feature extraction system. The building blocks of
these filters are OTAs and capacitors. Hencethese filters are called G.-C
filters. The implementation of the OTA is compared in Si bulk and FD
SOI technologies. The OTA in FD SOI was implementedin silicon at the
UCL laboratories in Belgium. This implementation was used to validate
the modelling and simulation of the FD SOI technology. Following the
validation of these models they were subsequently used to compare a FD
SOI and a Si bulk simulation of a G,,-C filter.
Thefilters that were developed were 2™order Gm-C filters that uses three
OTAsand two capacitors. The cut off frequency and gain is controllable
via the adjustment of the transconductance of the OTAs. The
transconductanceis controlled bya bias current as discussed in 6.4.1.
Chapter 7 identifies the need to improve the dynamic range for low power
circuits. This is needed to improve the peak to peak input voltage/supply
voltage ratio to minimise power consumption. This requires improvement
of the linear operating input voltage range of the OTAs. Hence an
improved linearity OTA was developed using two techniques. These
techniques were source degradation and bumplinearization.
The effect of improving the linearity of the OTA on the dynamic range of
GmrC filters was studied for both FD SOI and Si bulk implementations.
Thetraditional view would be that the increased transconductance of FD
SOI devices compared to Si bulk devices, as discussed in 6.6.7, would
significantly reduced the linear input voltage range of the OTA and
therefore reduce the dynamic range ofthe filter. This thesis showsthat
there is a reduction in the linear input voltage range for FD SOI compared
to Si bulk. This reduction is still shown when linearization techniques are
used to improvethe input range for both OTA implementations. However
this thesis shows that the linear input range is only one of the factors
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controlling dynamic range of the filter. The linear input range controls the
upper limit of the dynamic range by providing a limit above which the
total harmonic distortion significantly affects the output. The other lower
limit of the dynamic range is the intrinsic noise level of the filter circuit.
The thesis shows that the increased transconductance for FD SOI reduces
the equivalent input intrinsic noise voltage of the filter compared to Si
bulk. This is because the transconductance reduces the noise equivalent
voltages when they are transformed by the circuit and referred back to the
input. Therefore a study of the dynamic range for both the linearized FD
SOIfilter and the Si bulk filter shows that the increased transconductance
doesnot, in fact, significantly affect the dynamic rangeoffilters.
The Gy-C FD SOI analoguefilter can therefore be developed as a cascade
offilters with variable cut off frequencies and controllable gain. These can
then form the frequency feature extraction system of a hybrid
analogue/digital hearing aid system as developed through this thesis.
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Chapter 8
8 ADAPTIVE FILTERS IMPLEMENTEDASA DSP CORE
PROCESS
This chapter will move away from the frequency feature extraction hearing
aid circuit and system discussed in chapters 6 & 7.
Chapter 8 will discuss a noise cancellation system. The requirement for
this system within the hearing aid structure wasidentified and discussed in
chapter 2 and can be seen within the context of an overall hearing aid in
figure 2.4.
As a result of deficiencies in their auditory systems, subjects who are
affected by hearing impairmentfindit difficult, or impossible, to perceive
speech in the presence of noise [8.1]. Also subjects who already use a
hearing instrument complain that in noise polluted environments, because
of the way their hearing aids operate, they find it very difficult to perceive
speech.
This chapter develops the idea of an intelligent hearing aid noise
cancellation system, demonstrating how this can be implemented using
adaptivefilters. The chapter looks in detail at the use and functioning of
adaptive filters in hearing aids, and important related issues such as mis-
alignment and mis-adjustment. The proposed system is designed,
modelled, and further tested with real life noise and speech to give a
quantitative measureofits effectiveness.
A dual input adaptive noise cancellation system has been investigated
becauseofits ability to adapt to different and varying noise environments,
andits ability to discriminate between different and varying target signals.
The system uses a simple but effective normalised LMS adaption
algorithm. Issues of target mis-alignment and algorithm mis-adjustment/
convergence rate are discussed and suggestions for the developmentof the
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system are presented. The addition of simple speech detection and the use
of a varying convergence rate parameter have been investigated. The
performanceis analysed in termsof the overall energy improvementofthe
signal. A significant improvement, greater than 5 dB, of the log energy
compared to the required target energy was obtained for signal-to-noise
ratios in the range from —20 dB to 20 dB.
8.1 Adaptive Filters for Noise Cancellation
Filters can be used to remove noise in order to make speech more
intelligible. Noise cancellation is however, not a simple filtering problem,
since in general terms both speech and noise have time variant spectrums.
Research in this area, to date, has shown the ability to significantly
improve the quality of sound in terms of removing noise [8.2]; however
this does not necessarily improve the intelligibility of the speech.
Therefore the successful use of filtering to counteract noise interference
will focus on improving speech intelligibility rather than just improving
the signal to noiseratio.
8.1.1 Noise
There are three types ofnoise that can damage speech intelligibility;
Random Noise: This is produced from roadtraffic, aeroplanes, industrial
machinery,etc.
Secondary Interference voice or voices: This is sometimes call ‘babble’
and caused by speech from other people talking occurring at the same time
as the primary speaker. The interference effect is also known as the
‘cocktail party effect’ where the sound of everybody talking at once makes
it difficult to interpret an individual’s speech. This situation can occur in
manysocial situations such as bars or restaurants,etc.
Reverberation: This is produced by the speech sound beingreflected off
surroundinghard surfaces and the delayed reflected speech interfering with
the direct speech from the speaker.
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There are a numberof issues that make noise cancellation for hearing aids
a complex problem:
e The non-stationary nature ofthe noise.
e The wide range of noise and target speech frequency contents and
amplitudes.
e The close and overlapping noise and target spectrum components
causing frequency masking.
8.1.2 Adaptive Filters
An adaptive filter is simplistically a system filter with parameters and
characteristics that vary over time. The variations in the adaptive filter
parameters are controlled by an adaptive filter algorithm which describes
how the behaviour ofthe filter should change over time. These changes
will be in responseto the different system requirementsthat are supplied to
the adaptive algorithm in the form oftraining data.
8.1.3 Adaptive Filter Structure
As shownin figure 8.1, the filter is effectively continuously redesigned to
attempt to create an optimal filter based on the knowledgeof the required
signal d(n). Therefore as the filter is continuously redesigned, the filter
structure can have a relatively simple structure. This structure can be a
simple FIR filter with coefficients that can be redesigned by thefilter’s
algorithm.
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Figure 8.1, Adaptive Filter Structure.
A FIR filter is straight forward to implement and can be easily adapted
with an algorithm.
8.2 Adaptive Filter Algorithms
There are a numberofdifferent algorithms that have been developed for
adaptivefilters.
This section of the chapter will show the work that has been carried out
investigating the algorithm that is used to adjust the adaptive filter. This
uses work carried out by Widrow and Stearns in the field of adaptive
signal processing [8.3] and Haykin whose work provides a more in-depth
review of adaptivefilters [8.4].
8.2.1 The LMS (Least Mean Squares) Algorithm
The least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm is highly popular and is widely
used in a variety of applications. It was originally proposed by Widrow
and Hoff in 1960 [8.5] andit is the algorithm that is used as the basic tool
for the study and developmentofadaptivefilters. The LMSalgorithm is
simple to implement in computer models, yet is powerful enough to
provide a good evaluation of the benefits of an adaptive filter within an
application.
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8.2.2 Recursive Least Squares (RLS) Algorithm
The RLS algorithm uses a recursive equation for updating the
deterministic correlation function of the filter coefficients, such that given
the least-squares estimate of the coefficients vector of the filter for the last
input data sample, the updated coefficients can be calculated for the next
input data sample.
The RLS algorithm has a faster convergence rate and produces a more
accurate steady state result compared to the LMSalgorithm; however these
advantages have to be weighted against the additional computation that is
required for this adaptive algorithm.
8.2.3 Evolutionary Filters Using Genetic Algorithms
This type of filter uses Darwinian theories to develop the optimum system
solution based on the biological processes of reproduction from two
independent parents and random mutations to produce a new population.
This new population is then reduced to the best suited population for
further reproduction and mutation. The reduction is controlled by what are
called ‘environmental’ factors based on the principle of only the most
suitable or strongest in the population being able to survive and reproduce;
in practical terms the environment being the requirements of the system.
From the continued evolution of the solution, the optimum system solution
is presented andarrived at in a way that would be impossible to emulate as
a simple algorithm.
Ade, M.et al. [8.6] have developeda practical implementation for this type
of filter. In numerical simulations the filters have been shown to have a
higher convergence rate and smaller steady-state value of the MSE
compared to LMS adaptive filters. However, similarly to the RLS
algorithm, the genetic algorithms require much greater computational
resources to adaptthefilter.
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8.2.4 Adaptive Algorithm Conclusion
It was concluded that compared to other algorithms the LMSalgorithm’s
simplicity and its ability to still provide good results in terms of adaption
of the filter, make it a good choice to develop for a low powerhearing aid
application.
8.3. The LMSAlgorithm
The LMSalgorithm uses the ‘mean-squared error’, MSE or &i), taken
from the ‘error signal’, e(i), or the difference between the training
signal/desired response, d(i), and the actual filter output, yi). The
algorithm implements a ‘Stochastic Gradient Approach’ for minimising
the ‘mean-squared error’ to produce an approximation of the optimum
Weinersolution for the filter coefficients of a FIR filter. The variation of
the MSE for a varying filter coefficient vector, w;, forms a
multidimensional paraboloid with a defined minimum point. Using the
derivative of the MSE, an iterative approach can be used to modify the
filter coefficients towards the optimum. A parameter must also be
introduced to control the rate at which the descent towards the minimum
MSEoccurs. This parameter is called the step-size parameter, {Ussp.
Appendix C showsthe LMSalgorithm function is,
Wray =W; + yy,Ere(i)x’(i) (8.1)
Or in simple terms,
Error Input dataoffilter = of filter +] parameter,/Z..,
Updated values Previous values Step - Size
. . Signal vectorcoeffcicents coeffcicents (Learning Rate)
8.3.1 Step-size Parameter
The step-size parameter or convergence factor, Wssp, controls the
convergence rate of the ‘Stochastic Gradient Approach’ towards the
minimum. It also controls the stability of the approach and hence the
stability of the overall adaptive algorithm.
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The subsequent section describes the work carried out to investigate how
the step-size parameter affects the convergence rate or learning curve of
the algorithm.
8.3.2. Stability ofLMS Algorithm
Hayes, M [8.7] describes how the adaptive filter convergesif,
0< Hssp < 2/,Penaz
where, Amax is the maximum eigenvalue of the autocorrelation matrix Rx,
Ry = Ef} (8.2)
and where x” denotes the complex conjugate transpose of x the input data
vector.
8.3.3 Analysis ofthe LMS algorithm
The LMSadaptive filter was simulated in Matlab with a simple adaptive
noise canceller set-up as shown in figure 8.2. The noise added to the
desired signal was white noise with a variance of 0.1. In order to easily
analyse the effect of each parameter of the LMSalgorithm a simple time
invariant unitary input signal wasinitially used with the simulation.
 
d(i), desired signal
y(i), output signal
i,"CD
x(i), input signal =
d(i) + noise
OoO——_____>
       
  
  FIRAdaptive
Filter
 
       
 ‘esLMS
Algorithm e(i), error signal   
Figure 8.2, Set-up of a simple Adaptive Noise Canceller.
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8.3.4 Time invariantunitary input
Figure 8.3 shows how the adaptivefilter trains itself to eliminate the noise
and approximate the unitary input signal over a number of consecutive
samples of the input. With each sample a new iteration of the LMS
algorithm is calculated and an updated approximation of the unitary input
signal from the adaptive filter is produced, y(i).
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Figure 8.3, Predicted output signal intensity ofLMS Noise Cancellation
Simulation for Unitary Input with varying Filter Lengths, /, with y,,, = 0.01.
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Figure 8.4, Mean predicted outputsignalintensity of 1000 independenttrials of
LMSNoise Cancellation Simulation for Unitary Input with varying Filter
Lengths, /, with 4.., = 0.01.
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Figure 8.5, MSEfor 1000 independenttrials ofLMS Noise Cancellation
Simulation for Unitary Input with varying Filter Lengths, /, with y,,, = 0.01.
8.3.5 Numberoffilter coefficients (Filter Length,1)
Figure 8.3 showsthe outputof the filter y(i) for 150 input samples which
produces 150 iterations of the adaptive filter coefficients, where / is the
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numberofcoefficients of the FIR filter and the step-size parameteris fixed
at 0.01.
Figure 8.3 shows the output for a single trial with a single set of input
samples x(i) for each of the filter lengths /. From figure 8.3 it can be
observed that the transient behaviour of the output follows a noisy
exponential curve.
Bytaking the ensemble average of the output over 1000 independenttrials
the effect of the exponential curve noise can be cancelled out as shown in
figure 8.4.
From figure 8.4 it can be observed that the algorithm has an exponential
convergence between the output, y(i) and the desired signal d(i). As the
filter length is increased the rate of convergence is increased giving the
filter a faster response; at the same time a reduction in the error in the
outputafter the initial convergence has occurred is recorded.
Thefinal point stated above was further analysed and results presented in
figure 8.5. This is a plot ofthe MSEthat is produced for 1000 independent
trials against the number of input samples or iterations of the LMS
algorithm and is repeated for various values of filter length. The MSEis
calculated from the error, e(i), which is the difference between the output,
y(i), and the desired input, d(i).
Wecan observe from figure 8.5 the convergencerate or ‘learning curve’ of
the algorithm as the MSEapproaches its settled value. An increase in the
filter length will result in a decrease of the convergenceperiod, as well as a
decrease of the steady state value reached by the MSE.
Now it can be stated that as the filter length increases the
convergence/learning period is reduced and the accuracy of the output,
after the learning period, is increased. Hence thefilter is faster acting and
more accurate. This however has to be balanced with the fact that the
greater the filter length, the more hardware resources are required and the
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longer the filter will need to operate. To further investigate the analysis of
the effects of the filter length, figure 8.6 shows the settled MSE,after the
convergence period, i.e. after 100 — / iterations of the LMS algorithm,
againstfilter length.
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Figure 8.6, Settled MSEagainstFilter Length, /, fora LMS Noise Cancellation with Unitary
Input, w= 0.01.
The errors in the curve shown in figure 8.6 are due to the noise in the
settled MSE after 100 —/ samples and 100 independenttrials. This noise
can be observed also in figure 8.5 and could be reduced by taking the
assembled average for more than 100 independenttrials.
Aninitial increase in the filter length (/ < 10), has a large effect on the
reduction in the MSE,butas the filter length becomeslarge, / > 25, there is
little gain in terms of the MSE.
Figure 8.7 is a plot of the time constant of the learning curve, which can be
observed in figure 8.5, for the MSE averaged over 1000 independenttrials
againstthefilter length.
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Figure 8.7, MSE Learning Curveagainst Filter Length, /, fora LMS
Noise Cancellation with Unitary Input Input, w = 0.01.
From figure 8.7 it can be seen that the learning curve or convergence time
of the adaptivefilter reduces as the filter length increases; howeverthis has
a decreasingly significant effect in reducing the convergence time as the
filter length increases. Therefore to balance the computational overheads
for a longer filter with the performance requirements, a filter length of
approximately 10 is required.
8.3.6 Step-size Parameter, Ussp
Figure 8.8 shows the output of the filter y(i) for 500 input sample which
produces 500 — iterations of the adaptive filter coefficients, where / is the
numberofcoefficients ofthe filter and is fixed at 10.
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Figure 8.8 shows the output for a single trial with a single set of input
samples x(i) for each tested value of sss). From figure 8.8 it can be
observed that the transient behaviour of the output follows a noisy
exponential curve.
By taking the ensemble averageofthe output over 1000 independenttrials
the effect of the exponential curve noise can be cancelled out as shown in
figure 8.9.
From figure 8.9 it can be observed that the algorithm has a convergence
between the output, y(i) and the desired signal d(i). As fssp is increased the
rate of convergence is increased giving the filter a faster response:
According to the theory, given in Haykin [8.4] for this input data, the
maximum value of 45, for a stable algorithm should be approximately
0.18. Thus there is no instability that can be observed when the maximum
Ussp = 0.05.
Figure 8.10 is a plot of the MSEthat is produced for 1000 independent
trials against the number of input samples or iterations of the LMS
algorithm for various values of fUssp. From this figure 8.10 it can be
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observed that for sss) increasing from 0.005 to 0.05, the steady state value
of the MSE decreases and the convergence rate increases, resulting in a
faster and more accurate adaptive filter.
8.3.7 NormalisedLMSAlgorithm
The normalised LMSalgorithm is a modified version of the previously
described LMSalgorithm. A significant problem with the LMSalgorithm
is that in order to calculate the limit of stability for the step-size parameter,
full knowledge of the complete filter input data must be known. However,
for most practical applications, this is not known in advance. Hence the
normalised LMS uses a modified step-size parameter. This new parameter
is based on the assembled squared averageof all input samples up until the
present sample,
A V2élptf
Thus the Normalised LMShasthe function for updating the coefficients
[8.8],
Wi = W, sree (8.3)|x(i
where SFis a stability factor and for stability in all cases of input data,
0<SF <2
8.4 Systems using Adaptive Filters for Noise Reduction
Following the study of the adaptive filter this thesis can now move on to
look at practical systems for noise cancellation in hearing aids using
adaptive filters.
A typical application for an adaptive system is the separation of stochastic
and deterministic contributions in a signal. Therefore it would appear they
are well suited to the requirements of hearing aids to remove time variant
noise if the speech is viewed as a deterministic signal.
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A variety of adaptive single microphone noise cancellation techniques
have shown reasonable success; however the most successful systems
require frequency domain operation to estimate the localised noise
spectrum which addssignificantly to the power consumption of a system.
Multiple-element sensor systems have produced good noise and target
discrimination and also have the advantage that they can, to someextent,
discriminate signals spatially.
8.4.1 Short Term Invariant Noise
Figure 8.11a shows a simple adaptive noise reduction strategy in which a
speech detector allows the adaptive filter coefficients to be updated during
localised periods of non-speech [8.2]. It is then assumed that the noise
spectrum is a short-term invariant so that during periodsof speechthefilter
can be fixed to removethe previously determined noise spectrum from the
speech.
8.4.2 Adaptive Noise Cancellation
An adaptive noise canceller, (ANC) is shownin figure 8.11b. This uses a
two-stage adaptive ‘beamformer’ scheme as proposed by D. Van
Compernolle [8.8]. This scheme has shown significant improvement (on
average more than 5 dB) in speech reception threshold in background
noise [8.9]. ANC’s such as this require the use of multiple directional
microphones or a microphonearray. It is assumed that all microphones
receive non-directional noise and one microphonereceives significantly
more of the directional speech than the other microphones. Hence the
difference in the inputs is used to adapt and cancel out the noise from the
speech. The two-microphone ‘beamforming’ configuration also has the
advantage ofspatially filtering noise and providing a directional selection
for the primary speech input in addition to simply filtering the speech from
non-speech noise; however the strategy does require the use of multiple
microphones.
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8.4.3 Feedback Cancellation
Figure 8.11c shows an adaptive filter used in a feedback cancellation
strategy. The adaptation ofthe filter is delayed so thatthe filter is adapted
to remove the previous outputofthe filter. Therefore when the feedback
from the previous output is received at the input microphone as
reverberation noisethe filter is adapted to removeit. This type of strategy,
using a low-poweradaptive filter, was described by Kim,etal, [8.10].
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Figure 8.11, Adaptive Filter Noise Reduction Structures, a) A simple short
term invariant noise canceller using speech detection and an adaptive
filter, b) A dual microphonenoise canceller with two adaptivefilters, c)
feedback noise cancellation with a delayed adaptivefilter.
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8.5 Dual Microphone Adaptive Noise Cancellation
In this thesis the performance of an adaptive two-microphone noise-
reduction system is evaluated and developed. Similar systems have
already shownthe possibility of providing significant speech enhancement
for hearing aid applications [8.10].
The system studied here is based on an adaptive beamformeralgorithm as
described by Griffith and Jim [8.11]. A basic two-microphone version of
the system for a straight in-front speech target is shownin figure 8.12. The
sum and difference of the microphones is used to provide primary and
reference inputs for a classical adaptive noise canceller using a finite
impulse response (FIR) digital adaptivefilter as described by Widrow and
Stearns [8.3]. The difference, or reference input, ideally provides an input
signal containing noise only due to the subtraction and cancellation of the
target speech signal, whilst the sum or primary input contains target and
noise. The reference signal passes through a FIR filter whose weights are
adjusted to minimise the error in the system output. This minimization is
achieved bythefiltering of the reference signal to correlate with the noise
signal in the primary path and then taking the difference of both. As the
target and noise are uncorrelated the minimization has no effect on the
target signal, whichresults in an output signal with minimum noise and no
distortion to the speech. The addition of a delay in the primary path can
improve performance by allowing both past and future filtered reference
samples to contribute to the output.
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Figure 8.12, Simple Two-microphoneadaptive noise
cancellation beamformer schematic.
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The algorithm used to adapt the FIR filter weights is the normalised LMS
algorithm, as discussed in section 8.3.7. The selection of the stability
factor, SF, is critical to the performance of the ANC. The adaptive
algorithm must adapt and converge fast enough to removetherelatively
low modulation noise, whilst not adapting too fast so that the algorithm
adapts to removethe fast modulating target speech.
8.5.1 Method
The evaluation of the system was carried out using synthetically mixed
speech and noise. Forthe result shown here, the speech is a male voicing
the sentence “the police helped the driver”, recorded at 22.5 kHz in a
reverberating real-room. The noise was recordedinside a car travelling at
~ 65 mph along a major road. The noise and speech were mixed at
varying signal-to-noise ratios, SNR, and the reference microphone input
was supplied with a signal with a SNR ~ 2 dB less than the primary
microphoneinput signal.
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Figure 8.13, Simulation results for Simple Two-microphone Adaptive Noise Canceller (from
top to bottom: a) Target Speech, (Male speaker), b) Noise Signal,(Insidea car), c) Input Signal,
(0 dB SNR), d) Output Signal).
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Figure 8.13a showsthe target speech input signal with a period of silence
at the start which is used to evaluate the convergencerate of the system.
Figure 8.13b showsthe noise input signal for the same period and figures
8.13c & 8.13d show the system inputsignal and the resulting outputsignal.
The performance of the system was measured in terms of the system’s
ability to remove noise energy, whilst preserving target signal energy
overall, for 10 ms sample windows of the signal. The principle of
superposition was used to observe the system’s effect on the target signal
energy and the jammer signal energy separately, and hence the overall
energy improvement of the system. This provided a more valuable and
consistent performance analysis than simply investigating the change in
the SNR since degradation ofthe target signal can cause significant errors
in the SNR results.
Figure 8.14 showsthe energy improvement for the system at — 20 to 20 dB
SNR.In this idealised case of complete cancellation of the noise signal in
the filtering path, there is total preservation of the target signal. Since
there is no changein the target energy, the overall energy reductionis the
same as the reduction in the jammer noise signal. At high noise levels
there is a significant reduction in the energy of the jammer up to — 46 dB at
-20 dB SNR. As the jammer in the input signal reduces, the energy
reduction of the jammer reduces until at 10 dB there is an increase in
signal energy. This loss of performance with reduced jammerenergy is
caused by high frequencynoise resulting from the adaptationofthe filter.
Asthe input jammer/noise energy reduces, the filter added noise becomes
more prevalent until at approximately 8 dB SNR it becomes greater than
the jammerenergy thefilter removes.
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Figure 8.14, Energy improvement for Simple Two-microphone Adaptive Noise
Canceller for in-car noise with speech.
There are some important issues that must be discussed regarding the
simple two microphone adaptive noise canceller.
8.5.2 Misalignment
The arrangement of the system evaluated above is an idealised case
because there is complete cancellation of the target signal in the filtering
path. The output is degraded by leakage of the target signal into the
filtering path. This occurs if there is misalignment between the target
signals picked up at one input compared to the other. Figure 8.15 shows
the energy improvementresults for the system with a misalignment of 10%
between the target amplitude at one input comparedto the other.
Also compared to the case without misalignment, the jammer energy
reduction still shows similar characteristics for low SNR. However,filter
noise caused by adjustmentofthe filter to the leak target signal adds up to
5 dB to the target signal which degrades the overall performance of the
system. At higher SNRlevels, as the leaking target energy becomes more
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dominant than the noise in the filter path, the filter adapts to cancel the
target signal and as such removes target energy whilst increasing
jammer/noise energy.
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Figure 8.15, Energy improvement for Simple Two-microphone
Adaptive Noise Canceller for in-car noise with misaligned speech.
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Figure 8.16, Two-microphoneadaptive noise cancellation
beamformer schematic with speechdetection to eliminate
misalignment.
Figure 8.16 shows the development of the system used to overcome the
problem of misalignment. A simple speech detector is used to determine
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when there is a predominance of target speech in the signal. During these
periods a second adaptivefilter is allowed to adapt to compensate for the
misalignment. The energy improvementresults for this system are shown
in figure 8.17. For all SNR levels the overall performance is greatly
improved and the effect of misalignment is no longer apparent. The
overall performance gain is caused by the extra delay before the sum and
difference are calculated. This delay and the initial adaptive filter further
decorrelate the target and jammer signals used for the second adaptive
filter. As such the performance of the second adaptive filter is improved.
Thedelay is also responsible for the slight loss of target energy for all SNR
levels.
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Figure 8.17, Energy improvement for Two-microphone Adaptive Noise Canceller
with Speech Detection for in-car noise with misaligned speech.
8.5.3 Misadjustment
As the convergence parameter is increased the filter will adapt at a faster
rate so that each time it adapts it will be closer to its optimum
performance,thus cancelling more of the noise. However, whenthereis a
target signal present the increased convergence rate will also result in an
increase in the amount of misadjustment of the filter so that it adapts to
cancel both the target and the noise. The noise cancellation performance
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of the filter, is therefore, limited by the level at which misadjustment
degradesthe target signal.
To overcomethe issue of misadjustment the system has been developed to
have a variable convergence rate parameter. With an optimum
convergence rate parameter and notarget signal the filter adapts quickly to
produce a highly effective cancellationfilter for the noise. However, when
the target signal appears, becauseit is highly uncorrelated with the noise, it
causes rapid, sudden changes in the filter weight vector causing
misadjustment. By monitoring the rate of change of the adaptive filter
weight vector, when misadjustment occurs, the convergence rate can be
reduced to zero andthe filter weight vector, that was optimised before the
misadjustment occurred, used to filter the noise whilst preserving the
target. Figures 8.18 and 8.19 show the energy improvement results for a
variable convergence rate system. Compared to figure 8.17 there is a
significant improvement in the overall performance due to the equally
significant reduction of the jammer, greater than — 35 dB for all SNR
levels.
The Variable Convergence Rate ANC shows excellent performance
characteristics. However, there are issues still to be resolved regarding
performance with multi jammer speech type inputs and consideration of
the balance between performance and computation complexity and the
issues of fast speech onset to avoid lossofinitial speech sound.
8.6 Conclusion
This chapter discussed the development of an adaptive noise cancellation
system for a hearingaid asidentified in the hearing aid structure developed
in figure 2.4.
The chapter discussed the use of adaptive filters for adaptive noise
cancellation. Adaptive filter algorithms have also been studied and
discussed. The LMS and normalised LMS are identified as the most
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appropriate algorithm to use because of its simplicity yet good adaption
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Figure 8.18, Simulation results for Two-microphone Adaptive Noise Canceller with Speech
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Figure 8.19, Energy improvement for Two-microphone Adaptive Noise Canceller with
Variable Convergence Parameterfor in-car noise with speech.
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The trade-off between computation requirements, i.e. filter length, and
performance is identified. The best filter length is shown to be
approximately 10.
The chapter then discussed the developmentof a dual microphone adaptive
noise cancellation system. The system is developed to overcomeissues of
misalignment and misadjustment. Misalignment is overcome with the
addition of a second adaptive filter. Misadjustment is overcome with the
addition of a speech detection algorithm and a variable convergence
parameter.
The developed adaptive noise cancellation system is shown to have a good
performanceacross a wide range of SNRs. The performance wasanalysed
in terms of the overall energy improvement of the signal. A significant
improvement, greater than 5dB,ofthe log energy comparedto the required
target energy wasobtainedfor signal-to-noiseratios in the range from — 20
dB to 20 dB.
The adaptive noise cancellation system developed in this chapter can be
implemented as a system within a complete hybrid analogue/digital
hearing aid system.
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Chapter 9
9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis has presented research ggg the electronic circuits and system
that would be required for a new generation of hearing aids. From thestart
of this project, on which this thesis is based, the area of research was very
open ended, because this was the first work to be carried out on this
research area within the Electronic Department at the University of
Liverpool. Therefore one of the aims of the project was to identify what
Opportunities were available to contribute new work and knowledge to the
field ofhearing aid circuits and systems.
The natural human auditory system is used as the basis to form a design
for an electronic hearing aid system to compensate for deficiencies in the
natural human auditory system. The thesis shows the natural human
auditory system to be highly efficient and because any hearing aid will
have to integrate effectively with the natural human auditory system it
appears logical to use it as a starting point for a hearing aid design. The
aim of a hearing aid has to be to improve communicationso,in parallel
with the initial investigation into the human auditory system and hearing
impairment, there was an analysis of human speech and noise from a
signal processing perspective.
Theinitial research enabled the human auditory system to be broken down
into a model of blocks each with a particular function. This model was
then used asthe basis for the different systems required for a hearingaid.
To create a specification for hearing aid circuits and systems this thesis
presents a study of current hearing aid technology circuits and systems.
From this research the major issues for improving hearing aids were
identified as the following:
e Improving low power consumption to enable longerbattery life.
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e Use of a very low voltageto limit battery size.
e Being highly miniaturised to help with aesthetics,
e Improving functionality to provide the best signal processing
possible.
e Increasing flexibility to allow good fitting to a user’s need in
different environments.
e Have a high signal to noise ratio, to enable the user to perceive
speech easily without noiseinterference.
e Have low distortion of speech to enable the user to communicate
and understand speecheffectively.
This thesis concentrates on the development of the frequency feature
extraction system within the hearing aid model. This system was chosen
to be developed because it was highlighted as the central component of
most overall systems that would be required for a large range of hearing
aid types and to overcomea large range of hearing impairments.
The challenge discussed in this thesis then moved on to evaluating the best
technology for implementing a frequency feature extraction system and
circuits within a hearing aid.
It has been concludedthat hybrid mixed analogue/digital signal processing
would be the best solution for hearing aid circuits and system. This
conclusion was drawn because a hybrid approach uses the power
efficiency advantagesofboth analogue signal processing anddigital signal
processing whilst limiting the disadvantages of both. It was also
highlighted that a hybrid signal processing approach has manyparallels
with the highly efficient natural human auditory system’s signal processing
approach. As previously mentioned the hearing circuits and system
designs presentedat the start of this thesis were highly influenced by the
natural human auditory system so continuing the inspiration this thesis
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showsthere are strong engineering reasons for using the hybrid processing
approachfor hearing aid circuits and systems.
The project also focused on previous work into modelling the human
auditory system as an electronic system and in particular the functionality
of the cochlea. This led to the development of the hybrid Lyon & Mead
[9.1] model using a cascade of low pass filters which implement a
frequency feature extraction system within a hearing aid. The Lyon &
Mead model was chosen because of its excellent power consumption
characteristics using sub-threshold VLSI analogue CMOS[9.2].
The use of a hybrid mixed signal processing approach leads to the
development of silicon on insulator (SOI) technology to implement
hearing aid circuits because ofits performance with a mixed signal system
and the possibilities for silicon micro-machined (MEM) microphones to
provide a complete system-on-chip.
An opportunity to contribute work within the field of SOI technology for
analogue circuits was identified, because although previous work had
shown the benefits of SOI technology for analogue circuits [9.3] there is
little published work in the area.
The project focussed on the development of G,-C filters for a frequency
feature extraction system implemented in fully-depleted (FD) SOI
technology. The fundamental building block ofthe filter was therefore the
operational transconductance amplifier (OTA). The OTA was designed
for FD SOI technology, which involved the modelling FD SOI using
suitable HSpice models. An OTA was designed, simulated, laid out,
verified, fabricated and tested with work carried out at UCL,
Microelectronics Laboratory, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. This work
demonstrated the use of the technology for the circuit and verified the
modelling of FD SOI.
The need to improvethelinearity of OTAs within G,,-Cfilter circuits for
hearing aids was identified. There has been previously published work on
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improving the linear input range for Si bulk technology, but this is not
directly applicable to FD SOI technology. The traditional view was that
the increase in transconductance for FD SOI devices compared to Si Bulk
devices would decrease the dynamic range of an FD SOI OTA. Therefore
new work on increasing the linearity of a FD SOI OTAis presented andis
fully compared to a similar Si bulk OTA. This work waspresented at
EUROSOI2006 [8.4]. The work was used to show how, when operating
in a closed loop configuration within a G,,-C filter circuit, the FD SOI
OTA has no overall disadvantages over the Si bulk OTA in terms of
dynamic range. This is shown to be because the effect of increased
transconductance for FD SOI devices occurs at the same time as a
reduction in the intrinsic equivalent input noise compared to a Si bulk
OTA.
The final work presented in this thesis discusses the development of
powerful but energy efficient digital algorithms to achieve flexible and
adaptive signal processing which will have major performance advantages
for the hearing aid user.
As a separate part of the hearing aid model, discussed earlier, a two
microphone adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) system based on previous
work, [9.5], was developed. The ANC system was shown to provide
effective noise suppression as a constituent part of an intelligent hearing
aid. The use of a variable convergence rate parameter produced the best
performance for a wide range of SNRs; however, there are issuesstill to be
resolved regarding performance with multi jammer speech type inputs and
establishing the right balance between performance and computation
complexity. This work was presented by the author at the CAS2004
conference [9.6].
This thesis enables and justifies the continuation of work into designing
further circuits and systems based on the hearing aid model presented
herein. It also justifies the continued use of SOI technology for a hybrid
mixed analogue/digital signal processing approachfor these further circuits
and systems. This work into hearing aid circuits and systems can be
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combined with other research into micromachined microphone on SOI
technology in particular. The ultimate goal of this work can then be to
achieve a powerfully performing, small scale, powerefficient, flexible and
adaptive hearing aid device as a signal system-on-chip solution.
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Appendix A
For a MOSFETdevice operating in weak inversion the gate voltage induces
a small positive surface potential, ¥%, all along the channel. This biases the
np junction at the source and electrons are injected into the channel.
However these few electrons are enough in number to give a detectable
current flow but their associated charge is insufficient in magnitude to
influencethe electrostatics vertically through the device. In the channel the
chargeis insufficient to create a lateral field and electrons flow from source
to drain by a processofdiffusion. Therefore we cansay,
vd,
Ip = qD, c
 (Al)
where, c, is the distance along the channel, vd, is the volume density of
electrons, D,, is the diffusion coefficient for electrons and, q, is the charge on
an electron.
If at the source (c = 0) and at the drain (c = L), the volume density of
electrons injected at the source is vd.(0).
Therefore from (A1),
vd, (0): (A2)Ip = qD, 
It is then necessary to relate vd(0) to the surface potential by considering the
energy bandsvertically into the substrate at the source, c = 0.
Well known p-n junction theory enables usto write,
T
vd,(0)=vd,,ox (A3)
where vd_, is the equilibrium numberofelectrons in the substrate, dependant
on the substrate doping and intrinsic carrier concentration, and Ur is the
thermalvoltage.
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Substiting (A3) into (A2) gives the surface potential, drain current
relationship,
I~ox (A4)
T
Hence if we can relate surface potential to Vgs we can relate Jp to Ves in
weak inversion. This is achieved by examining the electrostatics of the
MOScapacitors formed by the gate oxide and substrate, as shown in figure
Al exists. Considering the electrostatic continuity of displacement across
the oxide, silicon interface we can write,
E,ExSox = E,é, g, (A5)
where &, and &, are the electric fields in oxide and silicon respectively and
Eos Eoxy Es, are the permittivities of free space, the oxide layer andsilicon layer
respectively.
 
VG|Ce
 nlCocp   
Figure Al, The body effect coefficient Si bulk
MOSFET.
The oxidefield is givenby,
gas (A6)tOx
where f,, is the gate oxide thickness.
Forthe silicon, from Poisson’s equation,
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_ dy,o.= i (A7)
where / is the distanceinto the silicon substrate.
Therefore,
 Y,= ssh (A8)
Wealso require a relationship between field and charge. This is provided by
Gauss’ Law,
 6,= (A9)
where WN,is the substrate doping.
Substituting for / in equation (A8) and (A9) gives,
6, = GN (A10)
E,€,
Substituting (A6) and (A10) into (A5) gives,
é, es N, sVos (V1, )= tyeOMoy, (All)
eux E, E,
Equation (A11) is approximately plotted in figure A2.
For figure A2 the linear region of interest between A and B can be
approximatedby,
Veg =n, +C (A12)
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Ves
 Vv
Ws   
Figure A2,Plot of equation A11.
Substiting (A12) into (A4) we get the equation statedearlier,
I, < ex2 (A13)nu,
The body coefficient, n, can be found by differentiating and equating (A11)
and (A12),
a, ti I98€,
 n= =—*— < +] (A14)
dy, EoEox 2y,
This can be written in a simpler form as,
Ccn=14+— (A15)CcOx
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Appendix B
From figure 7.6, where the C; value can be ignored due to its negligible size.
Summing the current at X
V,
0= Sma t Vas, Vy (E41 + Sa3 + Sma)
Since 2,3 >> Sait 2a3
0 = Bq+ VysC, + Vy 2u3
. V i a Smi Vig [2da Vy
(g,3+8C,)
Also
V,
0 = 8m atx8ns + Fag tOy + Pom (ga52 + Las)
0=-S. (Vi, /2)+ — SnsSmVu/2) , ast (sc, + Sa2+ Sas)(g3 + sC,)
Via EE m48 mi—_!a_ +ES( 2 Je. (ens + 8C))
is, + 842+ Bina.)
3 + &m48 mi
Fad " (g,3+sC,)
Vis /2) (sc, + 842+ Sua)
Vioo=out 
g
Assuming
§
244; = m2 & Sm3 = Sms
1Sm| 1+ 7—_——_A= { eT)
(sc, + Zas2 + aa)
 
v
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This gives the transfer function
( 1; ges]
Bs (22,3)A,=
Gat. Baca [is sex \14 sC, )
§ m3 Sart Sass
OF
 
where
p= _ Baz t Sua - _ Sart SasC, C,
ma _ §m3P2 C,
<_< 2m3
C,
Pi < P.<2Z
|. Hasler
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Appendix C
The MSEis given by the expected value, Ef} of the squared difference
between the desired signal d(i) and the actual outputsignal y/(i).
Thus,
MSE = é(i)= E{e(i? f= Efali)-yl I
The updatedfilter coefficients w;+; are given by the present coefficient less
the gradient of the MSE times the step-size parameter fussy, where V is the
gradient operator,
Wis = W; — MespVEli)
Next,
Veli) = Efe(i)Ve'(i)}
It follow that the gradient of the error, Ve(i), is given by the inverse of x(i),
and x’ denotesthe transposed matrix.
Ve" (i)=-x'(i)
Veli) =—Elelé)x’ (i)}
This then gives the LMSalgorithm function as,
Wi FW, + L,,,Exeli)x" (i)}
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